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BH&FACS
A new Virginia institution* the overseers of the poor* was
created by the General Assembly in flay, 1780#

the law allied to seven

astern counties and m s revolutionary in that it transferred the care of
the poor t & m an ecclesiastical body* the.vestry of the Established
Church* to a publicly elected secular one* the overseers of the poor#
the performance of this new civil body from 1787 through 1802,. the cri~
tlcal period of transition* is the subject of this study*
fb# analysis of the social, implications of the transfer of res~
possibility for the care of the poor from a religious body to a civil
bodf is based upon the minute boohs of the overseers of the poor in tbs
three counties of A m m m , Pittsylvania* and Eockingham#

these three

counties sere selected because their records are complete and because
the counties are representative of the three geographical sections of
the statet

tidewater* Piedmont, and iransmontane*

Each section was in

a different stag# of social, and economic development in. 1786 when ih# law
of 178G relating to the Overseers of the four' was applied to the entire
state*

Each section was subject to and influenced by the way of life

that existed .in that particular section*
the vestrybooks of 3b*. Georg@*s Pariah* Aceom&o County, and
Camden Parish* Pittsylvania Comity* were used for the study of the care
of the poor under the supervision of the church and its vestry*

there is

no vestry book for Buckingham Parish#
Extensive, but not exhaustive, use was mad# of the court minute
books* court judgments and orders* and the wills and deeds books of the
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TRANSITION PROM fVESTRT TO OVERSEERS OF THE POOR

Tte Oeneral

kmombly of Virginia at

its May 17$B' meeting

enacted'a law with the fo3»Xowing preambles
. Whereas great imc<mv©nienc©s have arisen from ttemod©
prescribed for making provision for tte poor end otter .■..
duties of,,tte vestries,.m by law tew directed in tte
.oomtisis of Rockbridge, Botetourt, Montgomery, Washington,
Oreoterier.,. Augusta, and Frederick, Be it enacted by tte
aeneral Assembly, That where any of tte above onumerated
counties bare .vestries, or otter bodies vested with powers
to provide for the poor* tte m u m are hereby dissolved*.
And fOr providing for tte poor, and swob other parochial
duties-as h a m heretofore been exercised by tte vestries,
churchwardens, or other 'bodies, of tte respective parishes.
Be It enacted, That tte sheriffs of the m id counties shall,
at their respective courts to be held in tte month of Oct
ober next ** proceed, to elect-five freeholders, residents
in ttelr said counties, to serve, for three years, and be known
by tte name- of Overseers of the Boon In which election tte
said sheriffs shall observe tte m m rules, regulations, and
rights of suffrage-as were formerly used In tte election of
vestxymm$ saving and reserving to tte church now, and at
all times hereafter, every right,- title,, or- claim apper
tained thereto, as formerly reserved by an act entitled
**&» act for ©adapting tte.different societies of dissenters
from contributing to tte export and maintenance of the
church of England, m by law establisted,*and its minivers,
ate for otter purposes therein mentioned*" 1
Tte act further declare# the .overseers of tte poor H o be a
bodyppolitio and corporate, and succeed to tte powers and duties of ves
tries and churtewateens^*

Tte October court in the respective counties

was to set a date for the ■eligible voters to elect five freeholders,
resident of the county, to serve for three years as overseers of tte poorf
and vacancies that occurred tetwsen oleetiona were to be filled by court
appointment*

Orders of the court

mm

to te directed, to the overseers

of the poor in tte same manner as they were formerly directed to tte
vestry* Tte vestry was instructed to settle all of tteir ■accounts, all

m m & y and tobacco by Item levied and disbursed* with the o m r m m & of the

poor#.2
The law i* m w f signlfieiuih* ■although it .allied, to only s m n t
young and sparsely settled western counties,

ft m s the first legis

lation creating a new institution in Virginia#- the overseers of the poor*
The act m s revolutionary in that it transferred the care of the poor from
m

ecclesiastical body* the vestry of the Established Church* to a secular

one,

The law m s the foundation upon which all future- enactments relative

to the care of the poor m s based*

furthermore* it m s another step

towards the separation of church and state# something for which dissenting
religious groups had been working for several year©*
Religious dissent had" been present in the state since the- early
days of the colony end ted. ' m m l m i * despite tte tews r e a r i n g con
formity to tte church of Intend*

the first break in tte requirement of

conformity a s m in 1689 with tte. passage of tte Toleration Act during tte
-reign -of William and Mary,

fte act* m

interpreted $m Virginia* permitted

dissenting ministers of a reeognissed- faith# licensed by tte Governor and.
council* to tete meetings in stated places,

On© of the first licensee

was issued in 1699 to Frances Maokcmle* a Presbyterian Minister* permitting
hla to preach in two of hie houses in Aeeonac County!5

but dissenters did

not become a potent t m m in Virginia until tte middle of tte eighteenth
century * although small .groups continued to -secure licenses during tte
early decades of tte -century*. Tte Presbyteriass were first to teecme
.strong enough to te an influential factor In the struggle for tte separa
tion of' church and eteta-*wten.iheh movement began- in tte 1770s-~and item
only after- two of the Presbyterian movements divergent but. chr<»iologically

parallel, mat and merged*
As early m tte 1720fs immigrants from fmrnwylmnim were moving
Into tte northern part of tte Shenandoah Valley of Virginia*^ Germans an#
Seotch-Irisif* who for ©emiomio and religions reasons ted teen attracted
to Pennsylvania because of that colony1© policy of toaerabion,^ finding
cheap land scarce in Psmujylcanie* began moving -into the Stenandqsh Valley
and by 1740. ted established licensed Bresbyterlan meting bouses .in the
northern part of tte Valley*. There they were Joined by settlers from
eastern Virginia wring up tte teppafeaimeek liver VhXley* the gateway to
tte- ■west# to occupy territory opened for settlemmt by tte huge Beverley „
Manor Grant -of 1736*^ fte grant had- teen made to tidewater Virginia land
by tte Virginia governor# !iXX&m Gooch# to encourage fly^aians to settle beyond tte mountains* fte Virginia settlers Who took
advantage of this opportunity were predominantly poor farmers and laborers*,
they ted no strong religious ties and readily joined the Presbyterian
churches being established by tte settlers from Pennsylvania.
Almost eimltaneously a dissenting group was developing in Hanover
County* there the people, dissatisfied with formal sfttualistie religion
and led by Samuel Morris# started meeting in private terns# to read sermons*
Mten tte authorities required, them to secure a license, they declared them
selves Presbyterians*^
fte two .fresbyterian movements merged after 1743 when Militant
Robinson was -Sent as a missionary to Shenandoah Valley by the Presbytery
of tew Castle In Hew Jersey* He crossed over tte mountains and met ih#
group;>in Hanover County* Robinson was succeeded- by tte able Bamtel ihsvit##^
under whoso leadership tte denomination became -strong enough' to open

College by 1776# the second college in Virginia*^
Duaring tho years that the Freabyterlans were consolidating
their position In the state, another dissenting group, the Separate Bap*
blebs# m s rising to a position of influence*

the Septate B&ptlets

established their first church in Virginia in 1 7 0 within the boimdarles
of present Pittsylvania County#^ fhia church m s an outgrowth of Shufc&t
Steam*# Sandy 0reeh Church in Borih Camlinsu3^* the -Separate Baptist#,
a militant evangelistio group, refuse# to secure a license to preach an#
refused to hold their' meetings at a state# place as required by lair*
Compliance -idth the Xm violated mm of the fire cardinal tenets of their
faith*^sepamtion of church end state* their 'failure to chide by the
'law led. to the sorest and imprisoia&ent ofmany of their ministers*3'2
In addition to growing dissent ..in Virginia, a reform movement
■within the Established Gburoh m s under mar*

Berereaux Jarrett, Blnwiddie

County native and Anglican Minister, m s the leader’of this move for in*'
teraal reform*

Before storing the ministry# he became imbued with the

Wm Mght doctrine of personal salvation and attached the loose living.
of the ninisters and ritualistic service# of the church# Barrett and
hi# followers did not formally separate from the Established Church until
1784, when, tho Methodist episcopal Church was founded#'1^
f he rapid 'growth of the dissecting bodies in Virginia #as aided
by the Great Awakening or revivalistic movement which swept through tie
colonies in the middle of the eighteenth century* fhe doctrine- of
jmrsonal ^generation

in the ascendancy,.and. the revivallstlc mini**

stars preached a salvation and taUcsd a language that the ordinary man
and his family could understand* Such preaching was in direct contrast
to the rituals# creeds, and dogma# of the Established Church#

fhe Established Church which was failing mere and more to meet
the religious needs of the common people m& tm by the vestry, whose
membership m s composed of' the social and political leaders of the parish#
and had become self^rpetmtiag* Since shortly after the settlement of
' Jamestown the vosiry had been given mere and mere duties and reepansihi**
lities «hlch 0 m it more m i more power and influence* It made up the,
parish budget# m i levied and apportioned the .tarns for parish ©xpensesi

employed ministers#, clerks, lay readers# and sesfcoasf .selected the site
for# built* and repaired churches m i ois|sls$ purchased, and.
the glebe? for the ministeri took mm of the orphan end illegitimate
children# r including the rtxiimntmy education of pauper efeiMrenf kept
records of births# deaths# and marriages* p^aentod offenders and collected
i

fines against morality and church discipline| appointed persons to establish
end -maintain boundary lines of mmmt$ of' land# known at processioning# and
kept a record of their tapsrba$ m i e^ercleed other posers necessary for
the- management of parochial affairs#
the many duties m i

of the vestry respired a

regular end substantial income* produced by lit# annual laying of the Parish
lory# the total of all accounts# including a contingent fund for emergency
use# m s figured once- a year and prorated oqpa&ly among all the tithables
in. the parish# the amount each paid was the mm regardless of wealth#
position# or church affliction* Only 'the governor- and Mtalned ministers

mm mm$p% from the levy# which m « XaM in pounds of tobacco#
the major potion #f the work of the vestry fell upon the two
members who were annually elected as churchwardens# the position demanded
a great dial of time, effort# andptience and evidently was not eagerly

5#

sought# Bwry vestry hook shows that the churchwardens were usually the
m m & i members of the vestry or older members that had mat served recently*
Seldom m s a m m elected to moeeed himself*
As the colony became »$?« ihic&ly settled* the care of the poor
became a greater jaasib&ea* fm 1755 the House of Burgesses gam the vestries
permission to lease or hay land upon which to treat a werfe or poor' bouse*
fools for work m m to he pwided* ami .poor children were to he educated
tmtil they were o M ehottgh to-he bound out* the vestry m s required, to
mk* rt£Lm regarding work for those mm%, to the poor house*.^
% the «id®.e of the eighteenth century the vestry* at the smith
of its power# m s perhaps the most im®umti®'ihody tm the see®er# at
m H as the- ecaLesiasbieaX* lift of the parish# Hot only m s it «slf*f>er- ■
petuuiing* bttt it could he dissolved only by -am aot of the House of Bur#*
gesses* However# by 1775# the rapid rise of the dissenting groups# the
Preshyterians in. the 1750s# the Baptiste in the 1760a, and the demands
for Internal reforms in church by such ministers a# ftemmmx larrett#
began to threaten the. position of the Batahlisfeed Bhurch ant the vestry*
Any possibility of the church maintaining its strong position m s destroyed
by the climactic political, developments £m the state in 1776* events which
were the culmination of the tension that had been mounting- between the
colonies and England since 1763*
, On ZxmM 20* 1776* the fifth, m d last of the Virginia Oonventions
which conducted the- government of the state during the transition from
colony to commonwealth, adopted the state*© first constitution* It in**
eluded the- principle of religious .freedom, a result of the- adoption en .Hay
15# 1776* of Osorge Hasonf:s Declaration of Bights* Article sixteen of the
\

document stated
That Religion, or the duty which <m owe to oar Creator, and
the manner of discharging it* can be directed only by reason
and conviction* not- by force or viaXenee* and therefore all
m m -©r©- -tonally -entitled to the fret-: exercise of religion#
according to the dictates of conscioncei and that IV is the
mutual duty of all to practice Christian forbearance, love#
and. charity, towards each other,3-?
When the first session of the general Assembly, the new legist

labive body created by the constitution, m % in October 1776* it received
petitions from dissenting groups itt the, strte requesting the disestablish*.'
isent'. of the Anglican Church* the petitioners believed separation of church
and. state was.,,the 'best guarantee of religious freedom* With Thomas -lefferson

leading the ft#i for

the Assembly adopted eight retold

16

tions* ■ three of these bad profound effect- -®pm the position and stable
11% of the Established Bhurch, First# all dissenters were exempt from
%mm® for- the support of the church, which virtually destroyed the fiaaa**
dal security of the church and opened, the way for the perfunctory church
inhere to escape taxation, for its support by declaring themselves dissenters.
Second, the vestries were to continue to levy taxes for poor relief# this
made it necessary for the vestry to prepare two budgets and to determine
tfeo levy rates* one for the -cere of the poor and applicable to dissenters,
the other both for the support of the church and for the care of the pom
and applicable to members of the Established Bhurch# Third, a fixed .
salary for the minister m & -suspended for mm- year# a severe blow to the
morale of the ministers# % X70&1the position of the Established Church
was deplorable* Ministers- m m leaving their -charges* and glebe lands
were being advertised for rent. The vestries were neglecting their duties*
a major one Of which was the care of the poor* -

tn the western counties of the state* these: In the Shenandoah
Valley and beyond, the counties which had bean settled predominantly %
dissenters and In which the Established Church had never been strong* the
problem of the care of the poor became critical by 17SO, In Rockbridge
County in particular the- situation became acute-*

M Hay of that year

the county Justices of the peace- petitioned the General Aeeeaftrly to establish
some agency to adminietor poor relief* The petition was declared reasonable

and in May 1780 the law creating a new .Institution in Virginia, the over-**
seers of the poor, m

-enacted*

In. -Hay 1762, the overseers of the .poor law was extended, to in
clude four more western counties, Shenandoah, Henry, Monongalia, and
Ohlo.1? By- October 178$, the oar# of the poor had become a serious pro
blem- throughout the state* The Established Church and its vestry had vir
tually collapsed everywhere ♦ In April 1785, a convention had been held in
Richmond, and the Protestant- Episcopal Church was organised out e f the
rains of the old Established Church*. Bating always been dependent upon
f

state- export, the church was now unable to carry on its many secular m$**
ponslbiliti##* It became necessary for the state to. take autism*
The session -of the Ctemeral Assembly which met in October 1785
proved to be a memorable one* In X73& a new general assessment bill*--'
%m support for all religious groups— had hem Introduced .Into the legis
lature* $&m& Madison, who led the fight against it, succeeded in having
action postponed until Hevember 17$$* Attached to the bill for postponing
action was a resolution ordering that the proposed measure be published
and that the people signify their opinion respecting it* The opponents of
the bill prevailed upon Madison to writ# an article against it* Thus, he

came to publish Memorial and Remonstrance * a classic and elaborate
exposition o£ the relation of religion and the state, which received wide
circulation in the state.

Reaction against the bill was overwhelming*

ieotsred of the sentiment of the people, Madison introduced into the House
of Delegates on December 14# 1765# a revised version of Jefferson* s 1779

bill for religious freedom* After- much debate it became law on January
16, i?a6*ia fhe separation of church and state was now complete.* fhe
care of the poor now became an entirely .secular problem as provided, for
in .an act introduced into the House of Delegates in November 1785 and
passed on January 19# 1 78 6 .

The ororBeerB of the poor were mad® res

ponsible for the oars of the poor throughout tho state.
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CHAPTER n
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE OVERSEERS OF THE PGOK* 178?»10G2

The lamayy 1 % X7&A* Act of the General Assembly establishing
the overseers of the poor' as ©statewide institution m s based upon the
law of 17B0, It. contained four mSn- ssobioa#* The counties were to be
laid off In districts and a superintendent of ■election m s to be appointed
-in east by the county court# ■Flections m m to be held irlennually* at
which the freeholder# and housekeepers m m to choose three m m in each
district to serve as m o r m o m of the poor* The overseers were required
to ©set. manually* between May 1 and August 1*. to levy upon the hiihabXe#
(the list to he furnished by the county clerk) ^eeapetent*1 sun# of money
g
m
5
Zj
t
£

or tobacco* at a stated, price* for the support of the poor* lame* impo«*
'
tent* blind* .and other inhabitants of the county unable to maintain them**
selves*
The m m o m m of the poor m m required to report to the court

i

any poor orphans'* and upon authorisation of the- court to bind them out
to some person or persons ant file the- Indenture with the county elerkl
Before August 10 of mok year* the overseer# m m to male© up a bock of
accounts showing t&e name of the person for whom money m M appropriated,
and the purpose for which it was- paid# The book had to be presented, to
to the court amuaXly* and- a copy -of the orders given to the collector of
the teases* who m s to be chosen by the o m m m m of the poor# The collect
tor was to be. paid the same commission and to be subject to the same lam
at the collector of county tame* The collector m s to pay to the persons*
or to their order* the money landed for their support by October 1*
The power of the churchwardens relative to bastards m s transferred
to the overseers of the poor* who were to settle all accounts with the
former churchwardens and to reeeive any money which had previously been

11#

levied in the parish

for the mre of the poor* if any churchwarden y©~

fused to mfim, a settlement the. court could render judgement against him*
pine costa* Vagrants were to he- put. to work by th# overseers of the poor*
and the overseers m m given the m m powers and required to perform the
same duties ae the former vestryman with regard to processioning lands and
maintaining roads and bridges*1
As the board of the 'overseers of the poor was a m m institution*
from time to time, it m i susmssafy to revise and to implement the laws
relative to- the body*

the October 1784

Assembly ordered the law.

put into effect in those counties that had not already done so* and that
election© be held to fill all vacancies m

each board*

be m e w until the n m & triennial elections*
m

Those elected m m

The levies were to be laid

required under the law of January 178b* and a contingent fund*, called

a depositma* was to b# included to provide for emergency relief eases*.

The lists of those receiving help in each district were to be open to the ..
public and the county clerk m s -required to "unite" the lists from, all of
the districts* Any person denied the benefits and who thought he was en»*
titled to them could appeal to the county courts* In addition to providing
for the poor* lame* blind* and those unable to »lntain themselves* the
overseers of the poor were- authorised to- provide houses* nurses* and doc**
tors for those needing them* Indigent non-resident© of a district

mm

to

be returned to their home district* 'The overseers were required to make
monthly report© of the orphans in their district* The court could bind out
boy© until they were

and .girl© until they

mm

eighteen.* The

person to Whom -the orphan was bound was required to teach him a trade end
to give him the rudiments of an education* %en termination of the indenture
the orphan was entitled to a payment of £3*10*0* forager churchwardens

refusing to settle their accounts could he sued in. eourt*^
On December 31# X W * the General .Assembly passed an act
completely revising all M m pertaining to the overseers of the poor and
adding

mm

regulations* Henceforth there -were to be m

mm

%tom tom

districts in each county* and those having more at the present time
m m to- reduce them to four* The overseers were to meet aimualXy* in
joint session# on the first Monday In September# and to bring a list of the
number# names# and situation of the poor in their district* At this
meeting* |f at least

mm m m her 'from each district was present#

a jmadU*

tot was to be chosen# relations made- for the succeeding year#, all
accounts adjusted and settled for the preceding one* and the levy made
for the year*
A collector m i to be appointed and required be give bond
equivalent bo.,twice the amount of the levy* Is was. be receive and pay
■out- all money as ordered by the overseers# -and to make a complete settle**
meat at the annual meeting# presenting vouchers for each expenditure*- The
collector was. to receive the -same commission as the sheriff* usually six:
per cent* and to be reimbursed in case of non**payment by any chargeable*
He could appoint deputy collectors but remained liable for their collections*
A H accounts of the former overseers were to be settled at the
annual meeting*, the proceedings of which ware to be recorded in a book by
the clerk of the board* Who was to be elected by the overseers* He m s to
be p&M an annual .salary not to- exneed five pounds#, and subject to a fine
of twelve shillings for each absence* unless detained by accMent or H3>'
ness*
Anyone elected as an overseer -of the poor- and refusing to- serve*

except •for reason# of old age or infirmity# to be determined by the court*
was ©object %p a fine- of ten pounds*. However# no person told be required
to serve more than -one three year term or one term in nine year** the
members of the board were allowed six: shillings per day for attendance
and were subject to a fine- of the same amount for non-attendance*
Vagrants could be brought before- the justice of the- peace# and#
uponreceiving a warrant* the overseers of the poor could put them- towork
for a

period of time# not in excess of three months* _the law declared a

•vagrant to her
Any able bodied man# who not- having the wherewithal to
maintain himself * shall be found loitering* and shall '
leave a wife or children without means for their subsist
t&rce, hereby they may become burdensome to their ■
county or town* and any able bodied man without a wife
or children# who* not having the vhei*ewithal to maintain
himself* shall wander abroad* or be fowl loitering
without breaMxtg himself to m m honest employment# or
shall go about begging* or -shall not pay his legal taxes*
shall fee deemed and treated as.a vagrant.*
Keepers of or exhibitors of "gaming-tables commonly
called
or $*Q* tables* or of a ffearoah bank* or
any other gaming-table of the same or like kind" shell
fee treated as vagrants* A H forfeitures end penalties
m e to fee paid one-half to the use of overseers of the
poor and one-half to the Informer*-^
the laws relative to the overseers of the poor were further
strengthened fey the Assembly m Deceiver 23* 1788# The overseers were
given power to sue the administrators of the estate of debased church-*wardens who had failed to settle their-' account* A person appointed to
supervise an eieetlots for overseers of the poor end failing to do so could
fee fined ten pounds* The sheriff was to fee the collector of the poor
levies in th®^county* and the ,serg©&hi in incorporated towns# failure of
the sheriff to perform this duty subjected him to a fine of' fifty pounds*^

Ob Becamfeer 1 % 1791* the Assembly authorised the court to
appoint overseers when m electors turned out to vote* the same act par**
sitted the annual meeting to fee held on any day in September, and gave %fee
sheriff' until.lay 1 to account for M s collections# In case of the death
of an cpmvemtf the remaining members m m permitted to elect M s successor*
Poor rates m m to fee levied in specie oMyi

and the fines and forfeiture#

collected fey the sheriff for- offends against morality m m to fee used to
lower the levy*

%

An act passed on Ite&H&tir 19, 1992, allowed four cents a n$le$
counting both ways, for removing %ny person suspect to become chargeable
to the- c o u n t y T h e act was the final legislation pertaining to the
overseers of the poor before 1803*
the January 1786 act- of the (general Assembly establishing the
overseers of the poor on a gtfet&tdd* basis, transferred all civil res**
pcneifeilities formerly exercised fey the vestry to the overseers* The newly
created civil body m s responsible for the following functions? procession*-**
lag the lands caring for widows* orphans, illegitimate children, the Mini*
the handicapped, and the indigent ©icfcj making up the- budget and levying
the poor rates necessary for the. cfafabiom of the overseers of the poor*
the laws relative to these duties represented an accumulation of legislative
enactments dealing with the vestry and dating back nearly a century and a
half*'
ffee processioning procedure had been formulated in, a series of
laws extending from 1662 through 1691 made necessary by the may disputes
that arose regarding property lines* -Frequently a property owner would
employ a surveyor, and Htbo surveighore feeing for the ©oat part carles of

II

seeing the trees marked, or the owner1# never renewing tbs®1* or a deflexion
of the compass needle would alter property lines resulting In controversies

and court suite* the original processioning law of 1662 stated that M l the
inhabitants of every %eek and tract of land adjoining shall go in pro
cession** and. see that the ©arks m the trees of every mm*& land: are renewed*
the processioning was to be done every four years, and when the bounds

mm

one# settled by mutual consent of the ^present owners1* the property lines
became forever fixed*
the county courts were required to order the vestry in each parish
to divide it 'Into districts and to appoint two or more prosessionors, re*
aidant of the district, to walk the bounds of all the property in it* the
processioning was to be done- 'in. the presence of the property owners, and
the returns m m to- he entered upon the vestry book of the parish, or-in
a separate book kept for that purpose#

the failure of the court to order

processioning subjected it to a fin# of 10*000 pounds of tobacco* A vestry
that faded to appoint pm<$mwiQmr& could be fined 1200 pounds of tobacco,

and prosessioners who did not execute their responsibility might fee fined
35* pounds of tobacco* ffee processioning and the making of a final report
to the court was to fee done every fourth year between the last day of
September and the end of the following M&rch#^
the Virginia processioning laws were faithfully executed by the
vestrymen in at least two of the three counties with which this study is
concerned* fhere is
of the- same

mm*

m

extant vestry book for Boekinghara Barisfe in the county

and the °8ourt Orders and Judgments Books11 do not show

that processioning was ordered in the county 'prior to the establishmnt of"
the overseas of the poor* fhe vestry of O&mden Parish, Pittsylvania Bounty,

appointed processioners at their matings of November
28, 1771* February 23, 1776, and tech 22, 1781,9

1768? November
Georges Pariah,

Aoeomae County, proeessloners were appointed on Aoggtsfc .2, 1767, July JO,
10
i m , October 16, 1775# September 15, 1779 and October 20, 1783,
them
are no records of provisioning returns in either of these vestry books|
evidently they were kept it* a separate book,
A second and major duty which the overseers of the poor,Inherited
from the vestry % m the care of the poor* the relevant laws appertaining
.to the wastry have been reviewed* they did not spell, out how this new
civil body was to proceed in the

mmutim

of their duties regarding the

care of' the poor* the details of the procedure the overseers adopted revealed
In their minute books show that they followed the general pattern that had
been set by the vestry, this is not surprising sines at least one former .
vestryman served on the first board of overseers 'in both Accomac and Pitt**
sylvania, two of the three counties being studied*
fte major difference in procedure betmm. tte overseers of tte

poor and tte vestry m $ m outgrowth of tte law which established tte.
overseers* fte law required that each county be divided into not mom than
four districts and that the freeholders -and housekeepers elect three ever**
seers in each district created* fte .vestry had supposedly represented tte'
entire parish or county but the actual burden of administering poor relief
ted fallen upon the two churchwardens* Bach overseer m s then, in reality,
more of a churchwarden than, an ordinary vestryman* He m s responsible, for
hie proportionate part of tte administration of poor relief In hi© district,
and ■each was required to turn in an account of his expenditures annually*
fte accounts closely cotrespond to those formerly turned in by tte churchwardens*

therefore* there were as many reports as there were overseers instead of
only two* as had been the. custom under the vestry*
the question arises as to h m these new civil welfare bodies
proceeded to administer the welfare needs of the county* those needs
which had formerly been met by the churchwardens* A person or family
requiring aid either applied directly to an overseer in his district or
his plight m e reported to an overseer by a friend*, neighbor* or relative*,
the type of assistance given varied from meeting the small emergency re**

quiremettfes* .such as furnishing a half gallon of molasses to a needy person* U
to providing full support over mmf years for eUronla eases.35 While each

type of case sag handled differently* the general pattern was the same as
it had been under the vestry*
Chronic cases were handled according to the individual situation*
but each case had an appropriation made for It in the annual levy. If the
recipient m s capable of handling his own finances* the allotment m s paid
directly to him* However, in a majority of chronic cases the grant was
paid to someone elbe\ who m s ordered to dispense it as needed by the
recipient* Nearly always the person handling the

mm

m s an overseer past

or present* or a county official such as sheriff, deputy sheriff or con-*
stable.

Blind or afflicted children norma31y had the appropriation paid to

their parents. Children who had last a parent* in most cases the father*
had the grant mad© to their surviving parent*
fhe maimer of handling cases involving indigent orphans or bastards
depended upon the age of the charges* thorn too young to work were placed
in homes until old enough to be bound out or indentured* Binding out rev
quired -a court order which the overseers secured by applying to the county

Court*

fte- indenture contract was recorded either in. the minute book

of tte overseers ef the poor* or in the Qourfe Order look of the- County, or
In the Court Minute Book* Girls m m indentured until they m m eighteen
years did and hoys until twenty*©ue* fte hoys were- generally hound, to
someone who could teach them a trade* fte indenture required the orphan
be live with the family to whom te was bound* and to obey and -serve M i
master* fte family was required, to feed, clothe, house, and to teach tte
buy or girl to read and write* %en completion of tte indenture the or**
ffete was granted M.® freedom m d given a fixed sum of money*
fte binding out of orphans and bastards was evidently more- than
a perfunctory duty performed fey the o&mohw^rdens and later by tte overseers
of the poor# for Court Order looks often ouabain such entries as thins
Ordered on tte motion of tte churchwardens that Godfrey
laiMlton and his wife fee ehtmtoned to 'tte- next, court- to show
cause why tee did not deliver up tte two poor girlsJU* feteir
custody agreeable to a former order of this court
George Moore previously bound to Jacob Bears- to learn
the trade of blacksmith being found fee not t e w fete strength
is ordered fecund to John Hicks to %mm fete trade of silver^
amitfe*1^

Sally lelifanfe sued in court for ter freedom dues- from
Bavis fayisr having served ter time out -and he refusing to
release her and then to pay ter* ^
John Lincoln (greafe^mcl© of President Mncoln) reported
%0. the court fetefe fete indentured boy John Beyle had runaway
before hit time was up and Maeoin m m ordered to hold Boyle
until fete next event and Boyle could appear to state any
dissatisfaction*
the indigent sick, inftea,

md

unemployed, m m cared for in one

Of two general ways* If assistance or relief was administered in- their
fetes, fey an outsider, it is referred to as ^upperting11* tttenm? tte
recipient m s removed to- the home or premises of tte person caring, for the®

it ia labelled %eeptogfi* Frequent entries using these terms are found
in both the minute and eeshyy books, along *dih entries for nursing and
doctoring m d burping* the last frequently required four entries* burying,
providing flanks for the coffin, making the coffin, and digging the grate.
Minor emergency or temporary relief oases requiring immediate
attention vere generally entered under the- .heading of ^finding;'0* #tob
meant .presiding, for, inch mt ri m m

1Jfinciingn com, molasses, a pair of

stockings, cloth##, a house, ftoemoi,. at® mtmerous In record hook# of both,
the vestry and. overseers* The emergency needs m m frequently supplied by
friends and neighbors.'' said the hill- presented either to a etachmrden or
later to. an overseer* The officer listed it in hit annual report and the
donator m s reimbursed out of the income produced by the next .annual levy*
The,,third, and most Important, responsibility ubiet* the ov@r~
seers of the poor « i m & m s preparing the annual budget and laying the
levy* the leu specifild that the overseer# from -all the- districts to the
county meet*yearly to September and present their accounts* These accounts
were totalled and divided by the number of tithabX#s**-a list of uhich urns
furnished by the'county clerk^vto order to determine the true rate* In
order to provide for major emergencies during the ensuing year- the true
rate m s increased, the amount of the increase being based upon past erperto
ence or upon plans t m a mayor expenditure such as purchasing land for u m
as a farm for the poor# the surplus., raised to this manner, formed the
deposltam and m s usually left to the hands of the collector, uho, under
the overseer# -of the poor, m s nearly almys the sheriff* Under the vestry,
the collector had generally been a mstryman* In. ^addition to the sto percent

faa^allowsd the collector, he could receive credit at the laying of the
ttrt

Ug

for all unoollectahle accomte,

are

erred to ae "ineolvente"

in all records and minutes*
Hajor emergency disbursements were made by t o ecXXeeber upon t o
receipt of an order

.

t

o

the board or a member of it* 4b

t

o

manual meeting#

or when"called upon bo do so, to- collector ms required bo giro on account
of his handling of all funds*

In some instances the depositum ms divided

among the overseers for use. in their districts*

BegsrdXess of the .method

used,'the minute- books show settlements of accounts toy sheriffs* deputy
■Sheriffs# and members of the board tooth past and present* Sometimes t o
settlements were -difficult to secure and required the threat of court action*
fie- entire ptoatare for making, up t o budget and laying the levy
which the overseers of to- poor adopted‘m s based, upon t o procedure
formerly used, toy the w s iry *^

Only in refinement as to detail was there

■any mii&sect*
Unlike. t o vestry, t o overseers of the poor were not- responsible
for presenting offenders against morality to t o court# a duty that m s

a
transferred to the grand Jury*

However* like the vestry# the overseers

received all fines collected for such, offences as adultery* fornication,
swearing*^ bastardy,^0 getting drunk on Sundayj^

xs§

and t o known fathers

of'bastards m m -required to pay a fixed mm annually until, the child was

22

three or four, years of age*.

the term "fines collected^* 'which frequently

appears in the accounts of the overseers- of the poor md churchwardens* were
those fines paid for offenses against morality*
the overseers of t o poor inherited from the vestry not only the
responsibility for executing certain civil duties* they also inherited

certain customs* traditions., and methods of procedure, along with staler
legal regulations applicable to tbs vestry* How the overseers in most of
the Virginia counties 'effected the transition from ecclesiastical to secular
control <mr processioning the land, the care of the poor, and preparing
the budget and laying the levy cannot be known for very few minute boohs
of the overseers of the poor cowing the transitional period 1786*1802
are extant, Fortunately the-minute books of the overseers in three
representative eoi®M,e% Aceomao* Pittsylvania* .andKoekingh&m, have:been
preserved,

i.

Seating, gtaMgS# XU# & * » *
%bl<i,. pp. 272-273,
3lbid». pp. 573-580,
pp. 712-713.

5Ibld.. O K , 262-264.,
6& M * » PP. 397-398.
7Xbld.. U » 102,

9«The Veatry Soak a# Candon Parish, 1767-1852,"

10

”7he Vastly look of St, Caorge®# Parish, Accomac Scanty,

1763-1787**
H**7he Minute Book of the Dverseers of the Poor, Aeeemae County, *
October 15, 1789*
^%ohn Fodder* a name appeared on the levy list of the Vestry Book
of Camden Parish in 1778 and annually thereafter until the establishment of
the overseers of the poor in Pittsylvania Bounty* He m ® supported by the
overseers until 1794®

"Boekingham County Judgments and Court Orders Book limber I1®,
Iknramber 0 §.1780.
% b i d « B0 ok Kumber 2, June 22, 1789.
15 Ibld..

Book number 4, April 22 , m %

•^Ibia.. September 22, 1794»
17

' Collaring the laying of the levy at any meeting held, for that
ptiipose, by the vestry with say meeting of the overseers of the poor* held
for the 4m m purpo.ee and In, the m m
will, substantiate the statement*
^ wBoeidngham Bounty Jndgmants -and Court Orders Book Humber I**

mmb 2% vm*

look Bomber 4, lannmy 0* 1794#
November 25, 1793.

^ ■Ibld.. Book Number 1, «arch23„ 1779,
22lbid.. Book Number 4, April 22, 1793,
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Ik 1786# the year' th© ©varseera of th© poor war© established
ok

a state^wid© basis, Aeeomae, Hthcylvsai*, mid Boekiagham counties

nor© each different in- age, stag© of development, and population trend#
JEaeh was located in a different one of th©' three major geographical
sections of the state^-tidewater, piedmont, and transmontane— and m m
can be taken, as representative of its particular section* Accomae
County m s typical of the tidewater where the social, political, economic
and religions traditions and customs were- stablised, and population was
either static or on the verge of decline*, Pittsylvania County, re
presentative of the piedmont section, was in the transitional stag© of
development* the county had passed beyond, the frontier period' and was
moving toward the pattern of life typical of the tidewater section# Cus
toms and traditions m m beginning to tags* shape, and the county was ©ni

taring, a period of .rapid increase in population.* Eockingham County,
located in and illustrative Of the tran©montane section, was In the frontier
stage of development*,' Hugged individualism prevailed and survival, es
tablishment of a home, and winning economic security were more important
than customs and traditions* fhe population increased steadily, although
slowly, until that time when some of th© crudities of frontier life had
passed, and then the influx, of settlers was at a more rapid pace*1

.24**

Aecomac County, on the Eastern Shore, m e created in W&3
oat of the northern part of Northampton County,^ By the middle of the
eighteenth century life here had settled, into calm routine with the
general acceptance of ©rioting ©eonoude and social conditions similar
to those .in the hatter known tidewater counties* Slavery provided the
labor and tobacco the prime scm m of revenue* the leading families had'
built fine ©slates and risen to a position, of social prestige and political
influence* And they were staunch supporter® of the Established Church#
the. coming of th© Revolution created th© m®& political upheaval
on th© Eastern Shore as It did In th# other older counties of the state#
the growth of dissent paralleled th© political upheaval and weakened the
Established Church, as it had throughout the state* .Dissenters, pre
dominantly Quakers, bad long been tolerated in Aecem&e County, when In
177b th© evangelistic Baptist i minister Elijah Baker landed m the
Eastern Shore sad began preaching without a license* Although imprisoned
for fifty-six day® and deported, he returned at once* The response to
-hi® offorts m s immediate and gratifying, and the faith spread rapidly
throughout the aria* Th© Established Church w

further weakened when

the highly regarded Hoverend John Lyons of St* Georg©1© Parish remained
a loyalist after the war began# A Oourt*«martlal court indicted him in
17811 and sent him to Williamsburg for trial*^
Th© local conditions contributing to 'the weakening of th©
Established Church in the county were expounded, in 1779 when the General
Assembly permanently cut off all tax support of the church in the state*

The position of the Church rapidly deteriorated and by 1786, when th®
overseers of the poor were established on a statewide basis, the vestry
of the church.was no longer able to fulfill its obligation to care for the
poor*
The exact date when the Aeeom&e County -overseers of the peer
assumed the civil responsibilities of processioning the land, caring for
the poor, end preparing the budget and laying the levy cannot be deter
mined* 'Th© last levy laid by the vestry of St* George*a Parish was recorded
on December 6, 1784,^ and the first recorded meeting of the overseers
for laying the levy w m October 16, 1789* A levy was laid in each of the
intervening years but whether by the vestry or the overseers is not known***
The- legal and technical aspects of the transition fro© ecclesiastical to secular care of the poor in Aeoomae County m m complete by
1787* On October II the overseers appointed processloners of the land
for the lower district of the county, and on November ffl they met to
appoint proeessioners for the upper district* Pour years later, September
5, 1791, as required by law, the overseers again appointed processioners
for all the districts in the county* Only partial returns from the pro-'
cessionings are recorded, and there is no further reference to processionlags in the overseers* minute book*

Tie processioning of the land was net

the most important responsibility of the overseers of the poor, but it m s
a useful procedure when there was no surveyor'.* Although there is no daA

finite proof that a surveyor was employed by Acoomac County after 1791,
this m s probably the case* The 1779 revision of the Virginia M m -.required
that a surveyor be appointed, in every county* He m s H o be nominated.

examined, end passed by the president and professors of William and Mary®*
and if of good character, comaisaioned by the governor#^
A major responsibility the overseers inherited from the vestry
was the care of the poor* The- overseers in Accomac followed the samegeneral pattern set by the vestry in performing this function* The same
sort- of relief was given for similar oases, and both chronic and emergency
relief Cases continued to appear on the lists presented by the overseers
at .the, annual meeting# The -entries m the overseers1 lists are mom d#^
tailed and give more explicit Information regarding the appropriation*
Detail m s one stipulation required, by law? the name of the- recipient and
the purpose for which the appropriation m s made had to be shorn*
The following ©xeerpts* Chosen at random from the minutes of the
overseers, demonstrate the great variety of cases that they handled? the
■care with which they dispensed small, as well as largo, benefits? the legal
problems they faced? and the frankness with which they met social, problems
that became their responsibility*
October J* 1789— to George Marshall for boarding negro Abram*
October 15, 1789— to Blisha Hears for Mr* Townshend,
Traders finding Spencer Pratt i gal* molasses*
1790 list of Edward Sen— to Margaret Kayelop for keeping Teddy
Bayslop a bastard to September I, 1190#
To Nancy Waterfield for keeping William Waterfield orphan#
1790 list of Blisha Hears— to Ann Bunting for keeping Esav and
Susa Bunting bastards -of George Paulson*
October 27* 1790— ordered that Southey Satchell gent* give
John Elliott notice that the overseers intend to motion

to the court m the second day of the next court for a
judgt agst him for' his mother* a estate he detain® in hie
1 1

hands*
September 3, 1792— to Thomas and Robinson Custis for clothes
for a poor boy#
September $$ 1794— Thomas Oustis for his blind child
9

— To John Tread&o for

11

— To Richard Brumaon for wine*

toss.

ftech 6, 1797— to Warrington Slayton for Shadriok two years
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March 3$ 1800— bo Thomas Bayiy for irmevolutions
August 26, 1802— that no well woman, with a bastard child or
children be supported by the public*
September 14, 1802— Ordered that .Robert Ttdford, Southey' Satchel!
& John Ball make inquire what expense the parish has bom at
by Leah Turner and Mary v?estfs bastard children, end employ a
lawer to bring suit against Smith Melson and Benj* Ball
their reputed fathers#
The general procedure of the overseers in laying the levy m e
virtually the m m as that of-the vestry* This m ® to fee expected, for
the law creating the overseers gave to- them all the duties,, responsibilities,
and authority of the vestry relative to preparing the budget and laying

the levy for the care of the poor* furthermore,, two members of the first
board of overseers in Accomae had served aa vestrymen, and one of these,
Elisha Hears, m s elected its first president* it m s only natural that
the overseers, should follow a procedure with which they were thoroughly

fasdliar and should continue to use the same terminology, mdh m "finding,*
keeping,1* "impporiing,* and "for the support, of*11
The main difference in procedure m s in the completeness of the
information shorn in nearly every entry made upon the levy list used to
prepare the overseers* annual budget* The entries on the levy list fall
into one of four .general elas©Ifieaiions* One class of entries was the
individual account of m e fe overseer* Hie account covered, the charity ©$**
pandltur© made by him during the pact year, the individual appropriations
for the ensuing year necessary for the care of each of the chronically in
digent in the overseer1©' district, and appropriations to reimburse each
person who had made ©xpenditures to aid the poor in the overseer*© district
during the past year* The second class of entries on the levy list included
the accounts of doctors, storekeepers, .and mill owners for charity expen- ditures during th© past year* A third class of entries Included appro
priations for reimbursing the collector and feis assistants for th© nuafeert
of insolvents,....on the list of iithablee for the preceding year# the fourth
class of entries covered the salary of the clerk of the board and the per
diem attendance allowance of each of the overseers. The sum of the appro
priations for. each of th© four classes of entries constituted the known
expenditures for the ensuing year, To this sum. was added an amount for
anticipated emergency relief cases and the collector1s commission, usually
6%w The poor .rate for the year m s determined by dividing the sura of the
appropriations for known expenditures, emergency relief, and th© collector*©
commission by the number of tittables in the county*
The collector, usually the sheriff,,was responsible for paying,
all accounts Included in the list- prepared at the laying of th© levy* the

deposits or contingent fund was left in hie hands, end ho dispensed the
ftmds for emergency relief upon the order of any overseer, or an order
from the entire hoard* the collector m s required to keep m account of
the expenditures, and to file his report at the next annual meeting* the
report was checked against the orders issued by each overseer*
The more careful attention to detail and thoroughness with which
the overseers, of the poor attended to their duties, added to the fact that
they were responsible for a geographical area twice as large as the wastry
of St* Seorge1® Parish, of necessity led to gradual changes In procedure
for.the more efficient performance of their duties paHimlarly ‘in regard
to the care of the poor* These changes eventually culminated in the es
tablishment of a poor house in 1801*. The following table will be helpful
in understanding this evolution,
Tear of
Slffig.—
1789
1790
1791
1792
1793
.1794

1795
1796
1797
1798
1799

1800
1801
1802

lumbar
MMfetoai

$
4

;2
7

Humber
Entries

Kuober
UMa?flaa

281
260
202
257
207

3906
3878
3972
3946
3980

358
389
258
353
263..
100
' 79

3794
3778
3643
3725
3774
3773
3732

1
bevy not l&yed 'until January 1795 so
288
3913
4

3.
3
2
2
2
1
2

levy
ffiahe
4/0
5/0
3/3
Sf?
7/0
became i
7/p
3/8*

10/0
9/0
9/3
10/5'

%

The ntaaber of meetings required to lay the annual levy,, the.
tots! number of charity cases each year, and the steadily rising poor
rate, up to 1800, are. the chief factors that led th© overseers to seek 'more
satisfactory ways of handling the care of the poor*. 'The urgency of the

problem becomes apparent when mo compare the data In the above table with
the corresponding statistics relative to the care of the poor by the
vestry* Only once ,in imnty^two year# dM. the vestry require more than one
meeting to lay the levy* fhe average annual number of entries for charity
case# under the vestry m * 49 as compared with the overseera1 253* and the
highest number for any one year m s 82 in 1779 a# compared with 389 in 1797*
4 comparison of the poor rates is virtually impossible* for the vestry*
e

over the years* made the levy in three mediumss pounds of tobacco*, shillings
and pence* and wartime paper money*
the first change in the operaticmal procedure of th#: overseer#
Is shorn In the minute# for September 3$* 1792* and is .minor In nature,
the list presented by mob overseer at the mnxmX meeting for laying the
levy m s .entered upon, the minute book under his name* the change- 'had been
authorised by law m .Iteember 31* 1709*^
4 second, innovation inaugurated at the same meeting pertained to
th#' handling of the contingent fund* the fundwas no longer left in the
hand# of the sheriff but distributed amohg the overseen in the following
manners

m*

Samel Henderson

0*

0*

0*

a*

lohn Poulson

3§*

Selby Simpson

26, D* o*

Scmthy Satehell

24*

Elisha Hears
¥111 Drummond

a*

D*

o*

0.

%

%

0*

the. reason for the unequal distribution probably arises from the fact that
Samuel Henderson a# a partner in the mercantile firm of Doming and

31.

Mmtimmm? m doubt supplied many of the needs of the poor* This mew
arrangement ambled the overseers to meet the welfare: needs of the poor in
their district without sending orders to the sheriff*.
Both innovations permitted more- efficient operation of the
overseers1 business*, and were introduced at this time* no doubt* because
five of the six members of this board m m newly electedj only Blieba Hears
had served as a member of the previous beard# Four of .the jmfeors# la.;
addition to- Henderson* w e businessmen, Selby Simpson m m a extractor*3'® ■
William Druomond*^ Jbbn Fouls^i^ -sad Ilisha MeaarsW m m millowners*
Obviously these m m m m bringing their business amrnn to bear upon public
offers* the new procedure was followed until the establishment of the poor
house in 1801, and only twice did the laying of the levy require over two
meetings after 1792* However* with these tiw^saving changes there, also
began a noticeable increase in the mntbsr of entries .lacking the full in**
formation required by law*' the lfto SsMe f^tthem for Arthur Mason11 type
of entry became more frequent after 1792*.
the 1792*4799 board of businessmen serving as overseers continued
to seek a better solution to the problem of poor relief* one that would
provide adequate care* and* at the same time* reduce the- cost* the answer

mm- the establishment

of a peer house and farm* ,The idea m s not a. new one*

4i early as 'May 24* 1768* the vestry et ®t* .George*# Parish had ordered the
erection of a„building at the new church for the care of the poor* 'but
there is no further reference to the matter .until January 7* 1782* when th©
vestry ordered Borob&bel Begets and George Butler to try to rent a house
and not over 100 acres of land for the use of th© poor* On May 4* 1782* one
hundred pounds was appropriated for a poor house* and at the meeting on

October 2D, 1783, the churchwardens were ordered to procure a farm for the
poor, there are no .further entries in the vestry hook relative to the
matter, hut the minutes Of the overseers of the poor for December 29* 1787,
indicate that the poor house and farm had been in operation, It that
meeting Borohshel Hagers presented his- account of th# money ^jmb into his
m i Georg# Ostlers hands11'in 1782, for a work house* line pounds m d five
shillings appeared d m the parish, hut th# blankets and. beds -were, mot
.accounted for.
Blithe Hears, who was president of th# hoard of overseers when
th# 1787 settlement was made by Borohabel Hcgers, was also president of the
1792*4795 board# This hoard included £400 for the poor house In th# levy
of January'% 1794* Sometime during that year' th# overseers -purchased
104 acre# south*ea#t -of Farksley from Southy Simpson m i M s wife, famak*^
Ho further reference to the matter appears in the minute 'book until
February 14# 179$, when the overseers included £125 in th# 1795 levy for
th# poor house* It a. special. Mating held m February 23, 1795, th# board
issued the fallowing aiders!
Ordd, that John Paulson, William Ihmsmemd m d Geliy Simpson
purchas land to tmiM a house for- th© poor of th# Parish
of 4cGo{mac1 and St# Georg# (which was considered m i
ordered before th# purchas of' the land).*- tel that the
money t#yyfd tm that purpose be subject to them for the
payitft thereof*
Ordd, that the same persons Si^erintend the Xehing out -m i
building th# poor house (and th# money Imf'i at -their
Bescration) which is to b# $7 feet long,; .21 feet wide,
a brick wall and two starry high, and to be finish1!, m
the trustees thinks moat convenient for the publick good*
the 1792*4795 board m s succeeded by a new board after the 1795
triennial election# Only Blisha liars was .reflected* There Is no mention
of th# poor |imm® In the minute book during the next three years,.

probably because the 1795 order appropriating the funds had given the
overseers carte blanche to proceed* The lead purchased in 1794 .was used
for a supporting poor farm, and in 1797 the overseers purchased from Charles
Heat forty~five -contiguous acres to the east of Jtoksley*^ This suggests
that it was probably late in 1797, or early In 1798$ before construction
of the building was begun*
Twelve men, instead of six, as before* ware elected overseers

•

of the poor in 1798 in Aecomac* indicating the county now had four districts
.instead of two* Ho doubt this action, became necessary as a result of the
large number of charity cases the board handled during the 1795*1798
period* Bllsha Hears was again reflected* and Geubby Satobell also re*
turned to the board* Hears was elected president for the tenth time* but
the minutes of March 4$ 1799 show that John Bustle was elected president
In Hh& room of Elisha Meara** deceased# On March 3* 1800* the overseers
included £300 in the levy to be used at their discretion for the poor house*
The house m s completed before October 4* 1800* because m that date the
overseers met at the poor house* It this meeting# they ordered John Moore*
the steward* to %uy Spelling books for Bachel Ghepham To -teach the children
of the poop** and to draw from the sheriff# John Bustle* the $1000 already
levied*^
The levy for ISO! laid at the March 2 Booting Included £$0® for
the poor house* Evidently the venture nas proving a success# for after
one year of operation of the poor house the number of charity cases dropped
from 263 to 108 and the rate from 10/5 to 6/5* The 'remaining meetings of
the overseers of the poor for the year were devoted to the operation of the
poor bouse* A rotating system of weekly inspection by two of the overseers

was set up m

27* the cdntttes of the June If meeting indicate that

m mhron ha! been m duty at the poor house, for the sheriff m e ordered
to pay *iMo32ey %*at#n £1* 11* 3* the b&X of her account for attendance on
the poor

to this 'day#*1

Biohard

account for building the

garden m s also- approved* as m s a regulation requiring that vouchers be
presented before any future accounts were paid* Th®: need for this

latter

regulation it. revealed by -actiontaken at. the August 29 meetingwhen a
committee m m ajpoimtei to adjust 'the accounts of the steward* John Moore*
and to pay him off* John A# Bundick* 1792*4795 overseer of the poor*
m s made the new steward# and on September 2* a committee m s appointed to
correct **tbe inventory11 of the property of the poor house*
The. Mae of the poor house operation may be gauged from the
orders issued to Bundiek on September 29* In addition to buying % horse,
yoak .steers* mis. and wheels1*# and all the ^little matters1* necessary for
the use of th# poor* he m m to purchase the following?
poo pounds of pork

12 bushels of pern

30D0 pounds of hmt:

30 pairs of stockings

500 bushels of com

6 sMaa upper leader

2O0 pound# of coffee

5 sides under leather

20O pounds of' sugar

400 yards linen

1 Hogshead, molasses

2$& feme narrow doth

1M femhele of wheat
\
At the sain# meting# a committee- m s appointed to let out to the lowest
bidder# the doctor* & place at the peer house* And another committee m s
instructed to mil the thirty blankets belonging to the poor house, and
to .pay the money to th# steward* Sine# poor houses were also workhouse#*

it is possible that the blankets m m m m made by th© inmates*
The result of the thorough supervision m&T&i&ed by the overseers
of the poor is made clear in the .figures of the levy laid on March 2, 1802*
The number of charity cases listed was lower than ever before* while th#
rate

mn

the- lowest one since 1792* If

m mmm

that population trend is

reflected by the .number of tithables shown in th# annual levy lists,, the
above figures become m m more ispxrsslv# because the. reductions m m
accomplished without m f appreciable grbwbh in population*
The k m m m ® overseers of the poor held sixty-seven meetings
between October 31, 1787 and December 28, 1802* Thirty-three of the meetings

mm

for the purpose of laying thirteen levies' to provide .funds for

m

average of 264 charity cases annually* The overseers met twelve times to
settle account# with former churchwardens or overseers, sheriff#, and deputy
sheriffs* Three meetings per# held- in connection, with 'processioning, and
five times meetings were adjourned due to poor attendance* Two meeting#
each

mm

devoted to the election of officers,

emrgmvf relief

cases, and

minor routine business matters* On May 3, 1791,- the- overseers m % to vote
themselves two days extra pay *iMeb they consider they are- entitled to by
law, although not employed in laying the levy8* they devoted five meeting#
to the establishment and operation of the poor house* Th# last meeting
In 1802 was held for the purpose of ordering the sal# of th# parish glebe*
Between 1787 and 1802 thirty-five men served as overseers of the
poor? and ©lections m m held every three years beginning In 1789* Ten
m n served more than on# term* Elisha Hears served four' terms and m e
elected president every year uhtil his death in 1798* Smithy Satchell also
served four terms, 1789-1791 and 1798-1802* David Bowman served three terms

1795*4802, and Fetor Delaeiailous was elected to three non-consecutlve
terms# William Matthews, Parker Barnes, Bueiis Willie, Will Wilburn,
John Bull, and John Milby each served two terms* Although the law required
a man to serve when elected, it exempted M m from serving but once in nine
years, and. these ten m m could have declined after their first term* Aether
they served from a sense of civic responsibility or for personal gain is
not known, for unlike the vestrymen, the overseers received a per diem
remuneration for attendance. Regardless of their motives, these ten
overseers and the twenty-five who served only one term attended th© meetings
85^ of the time* Although unlike the vestry, the overseers were subject
to a fine for mon^ttendance, the first recorded case of fining for nonattendance was in September, 1801, and this fine was later revoked#
The vestry of St. George’s Parish, which comprised the lower
half of Accornc County* held eighty-Mgbt meetings between 1763 end 1787*
Twenty-four of the meetings were devoted to'the laying of twenty-two levies
to raise fund# for the support of the church and for the car© for an average
of 49 charity oases per year# The vestry met seven times to settle accounts ,
with former churchwardens and collectors, and it met sir times for pro
cessioning. One meeting m e devoted to the discussion of the feasibility
of establishing a poor house* The remaining fifty meetings of the vestry had
to do with ecclesiastical matters. Thirty-one m n served as vestrymen, an
average of eight and one-half years la the twenty-four year period, with
an average of 7C® attendance.
The number of charity entries made at the annual layihg of the
levy show that the overseers apparently carried a heavier load than had
the vestry* let, their entries were more detailed, and frequently three

or more entries were made for small appropriations to the m m person, 'in
contrast to tha vestry custom of taking annual

grants to the needy#

Furthermore, the overseers were responsible for a geographical area twice
as large as that of St* George’s parish. The evidence clearly indicates that
the transition from aeolesiaetieal to secular care of the poor in Aocomac
Bounty was aecocmllshed with a minimum, of confusion and with little change*

3m m s m m M m s
Pittsylvania Bounty, centrally located on. th# southern boundary
of the state,., m& carved in 1767 out of the Mestem, part of Halifax' County,*^
itself formed only fifteen years before.3^ Some of the settler# were older
m m moving their families and slave# to more fertile land, some tm e
younger sons of prominent families in the older sections of the state, and
many were from the laboring and poorer etmem seeking: a fresh opportunity*^
Regardless of background the## settlers carried, their customs and traditions
with thorn and established fl0ambdan Parish” and a church. Th# vestry of Cam
den Parish existed only a few years and from the beginning m s handicapped
by the strength of the dissenter movement In th© m m county* Th# first

Separate Baptist Church in Tirgirda m e established there nine years before
the county m s created, and had gained a substantial following by the time
the vestry came into existence*
By 178$, when the overseers of the poor m m m i the civil respon
sibilities formerly exercised by the vestry, the county had reached the
transitional stag# of development* The frontier mod# of life was passing
while the social, economic* and po&ltleal customs exhibited in the older
counties, had not crystallised in Pittsylvania Bounty* The more daring
and individualistic leader#,, such as John Boneleon, were .saving on to

the met*

Boneleoa had hem. one -«f th# original vestrymen and Justices

of the peace#

'Other pioneers- and. county l©ad©rs-#®©» Mice Samuel Harris*

a favorite of the people, churchwarden, member of the House of furgeeses,
21
Justice of the peace, mi captain in the MiXitia~*4i&a deserted the
Established Church m i become a wing: spirit in the vigorous Separate
Baptists.22

lot only me dissent. -Strong in the county, but the spirit of
Methodism m e pervading the Established Church* Colonel Jehu. Wilson, m e
of the original, vestrymen and Justices of the peace in the county,- and m
founder of Seville had become a Methodist.^

The position of the

Established Church m e further weakened when eosptilsory tax support of the
church m s suspended in 1171, mfclug. the- care of th# poor a mere difficult
problem for th© vestry*
Bespit# th# weakness of the Established Church in Pittsylvania
County, the vestrymen, as InMviduals m m highly regarded for their
leadership m i five- of them, war© elected as mm h& m of th# first board
of overseers for the comity in 1786* The board chose for its clerk Crispin
Shelton, Jr*— the son# grandson, and nephew of former vestrymen, and the
nephew of th# clerk of the vestry# M s father and mole m m also over

seers of tbs peer*
Under -such circumstances, it was almost inevitable that this mm
secular body should adopt th# procedural techniques and policies of th#
vestry for processioning, earing for the 'poor, and prepaying th# budget and
laying the levy*
The court records of Pittsylvania Bounty -do not;show that the
court ever ordered the- overseers to appoint procession©?#, and the minutes

of th© overseer# of the poor do not ©how that processioners
ted by thm u

mm mm appoin

John. Steelecm had hem ©npleysd a© 'th© surveyor when th©

county m s organised in 1767* Evidently th© county had continued to employ
a surveyor*
In the ©ay© of the poor, the overseer# closely followed th©
procedure of the msbiy* Th© last nesting of th©. vestry before disestablish
ment m s holt on February 2ft 171$,. for th© purpose of laying the levy*
line of th© twelve tmtaynm m m 'pmmmt m i mie appropriation for mmm**
%em charity ©a#©#, on an annual basis* The first levy laid by th© m m m e m
of the poor m s for the year 1787, although the meting m s mot held, until
September 1,. 17SS* Apjnrqprlailoas were mdm i m seventeen charity ease#
on ,m annual basis, eight of which were, provided for by the last levy of th©
vestry, and the amount provided for each of the eight m s th© eem In both
levies, The only departure from the pattern set by the vestry m s that th©
overseers gam the appropriation directly to fewer of the recipient© and
tended more to ham mtmme elm handle th© finances of -the claimant# Thl®
mme general .pattern was followed % the m m m e m throughout 'the fifteen
year period covered#
The lists prepared by the •overseers of the poor for th# fifteen
levies laid by them from 1787 through 1802 show non© of the detail and give
little of th© informtion so abundant In th© stout© book of the- iccomac
overseers# The Fittsylvanla overseers’ entries are primarily the records,
of lump-su® grants for am entire year1# support. There are a total of 433
entries, 131 of which are direct grant# to the- recipient! 251 for support,
six for parent export of an orphan, rnSmtmn for finding,, five im burying,

twenty for keeping, 'and on©'for carrying a relief m m back to hi# horn©

county* the names of several recipients of relief vhich had appeared on
the Mats of the vestry continue to appear on the overseers of the poor
lists# John tedder received assistance until 1794? John Bolton and Thomas
Sees until iBGGj Elizabeth tmrett and t o Grigory until 1788? John
Brewer t o wife until M s death 'in 1777 t o she until 1799?

t o Patience

Dalton got aid for 'her two blind children until her death in 1789# while
the children continued to be aided until. 180t* It m e the chronic cases
of InMgency rather than th# emergencies that received the. major attention
of the overseers In, Pittsylvania Gimnty#
the preparation of the budget t o the laying of the. levy m s

mm

routine to*- perfunctory in Bittsyl»iia than in toetaae County as the
following table demonstratesi
f t m m f M i k oomasnt
u
Htuaber
Siting

p u
Sept, 1, 1788).
Sept, 1, 1788)for 1787

sept* %

rm
i,mi

Sspfc* 6, 1790

Got,

Sept* 3, 1792
Sept, 2, 1793
Sept* 2* 1794
Mar. 22*
Sept, 4,
Sept.22,
Sept. 2,
Sept. 1,
Sept* 7,
Sept.* 6,

1796
1797
1798
1799
1800

l8Ca

1802

Charity
Entries

17
1
19
1
16
1
16
1
23
1
a
1
22
1
23
in i#n 'for 1795
23
a
54
30
i
i
36
41
i
41
i
i
51

&

s

lumber
Uttea.e.9
3019
3019
3010
3162
3163
3325
3575
3588

late
7 lb* tobacco
8 lb* 11
5 lb* &
8 lb*
7 lb*

3600
3800
3734
4023
4315
4504
4880

the m e r m m s of th# poor of Pittsylvania mot only sixteen times
in fifteen years* t o only on# meeting m e for a purpose other than laying

the levy* The charity case load nbmm a alow hut steady increase* the
growing number of httoblos indicate the population .growth m
and after 1798- ©ore rapid*^

also steady,

the levy rata, except In 1797, shows a

similar increase* The records of the overseer# reflect the uninterrupted
detoopment of the young county t o suggest that by 1802 it m o approaching
the t o of it# trantoion from the frontier to the mm® settled life of
the eastern counties* Sot until the .second decade of the nineteenth
century did it become necessary for the overseers of the poor to establish
a poor house as the overseers of Aeeems© had. dime in 1800*
Unlike' those in the older county, the overseers in Pittsylvania
meticulously required In accordance with the law that th# collector of the
levy poet bond, which m m recorded in. the. minute book* They also entered
the Indentures for orphans and bastards that were- bound out* lot. toil
1796 did they draw pay for their service®, a# allowed by .law*
Whether elections for the overseer# of the poor- were held as
regularly in Piiteyivunia as in k&tsmsm Oounty I# not clear from the -record#*
However, it 1# known, that ©lections were held every three year® beginning
In 1792' as required by law*2^ Thiriy^saven man serto on the board of |cv©r#*
jseer# in Pittsylvania between 1787*4802* Bight of the ambers served two
terms, .six served three terms, one served four terms, t o one member served
five ter®#,* During the fifteen year period the average attendance was a
fraction below 7S&, to. there is no record of fines being levied for »on~
attendance* The overseers handled an- average of twtoy*#igkb charity cases
per year*
The care of the poor in Pittsylvania Ootoy was t o responsibility
of t o weebry for eighteen years before the separation of church t o state.

and the creation of the overseers of th# poor* During that period, th©
eeventy-nine man who ©erred m vestrymen attended vestry meetings

of

the time, end ©erred an average ©f eight and one-half years each* Prior to
1776, when tax support of’the dhoaroh was cut off there was only one ©hang©
in the membership of the vestry* After 1776 sewn members resigned, and
iodowiok fuggl# refused to a$r#& when ©Xecbsd in 1761* fh© vestry met
thirty^three tit®.# in ©i#t©on years# devpfcei- eighteen .meetings- to- laying
the levy, and handled an average of fourteen charity ©a#©# per year*
a© was the ©as© in hmmmz County the tf^oition from ©ccloslai**
tioal to se©ular ©are of the foot .in Pitt^Xmnia County m i mad© smoothly*
7ho overseers., of the poor' adopted the p'ccodnr© of' the vsetry* The over
seers had a slightly better attendance record and 43^ of them- served more
than on© term* .lot until 1796 is there a record of the. overseers accepting
their per diem allowance for attendance* Service without pay and bayor#
the legally required time indicate# that the overseers of the poor in
Pittsylvania County possessed a strong sense- of civic 'responsibility*

Bookingham County, located; in th# north«c©ntral part of
th© Shenandoah Valley on the present boundary of Most Virginia, did not
cm& into ©xistone© until 1776^

garvod oat of Augusta Ooftmty, it was

in the frontier phase of development when the .overseers of th© poor were
established in I7B6-* th#- same act that created th# county ordered "th©
inhabitants * * « to .meet- before the first- day of Mgjy 1700 to elect a vestry
of twelve*" the order was pro^biy e&aeuted .and Daniel Smith# lohn Thomas#
George Boswell, Gavin Hamilton# Benjamin $8*^*0% and IttlXiam Herring

Hook the Oath of Fidelity to the State as vestrymen0 on May 25# 1778*^
fhe following day Leonard Hewing w.s sworn in as vestryman*
the election of a vestry was, no doubt,primarily for the purpose
of executing the civil, responsihillt1#$ of that body* the Established
Church had never been strong in the county populated almost exclusively
by dissenters# the strength of the church rested upon two small chapels
that had been, founded in 174?, ' and the position of the church m s further
weakened in 1776# when the General Assembly cut off all tax support of the
church throughout the state*
Baring the long many years of that memorable struggle for
American independence th# parish seems to have declined,
and after the close of the w both of the-above mentioned
houses m m neglected and allowed to go to ruin* And for' mere
than sixty years there is no record of any regular organised^
mLiglone work feeing -dome in. the 'parish fey Episcopalians* ***
By 1786 th# Established Church had ceased to exist in Bockingham County,
and under .such conditions it is hardly possible that th# vestry

ever

attained a strong position., but it. did administer poor relief# the minutes
of the overseers of the pom* for August 26, 1788, shorn a settlement With
th# former churchwardens -as follows*
lear
1782
1783
1784

fetal

Amount
1250
1459
1444

Fines put into the hands of Michael Ifoll
leceived of Andrew ShankXin
Heceived of Barnes Hinton

3d
1&
4d

£

15# 12* 6*

6* 1* 7 *
•
■“•-»
* 5*
«#
>* *
lp«

#«*
***

A list of expenditures follows# including th© six per cent
allowed the collector* fh# balance due *!from Leonard Herring late
Warden.11 was £12* 13*- 3## Which, m s corrected, at the meeting on October
4, 1788 and showed to be £3* 18# 3* "due from Herring to the overseers
of th# poor* 0

/The Rockingham County overseers of the poor assumed the
’
■> *
responsibilities* formerly ©a&rtirleed % the mstyy, soon after the passage
of the 1786 overseers lav# 0n Mareh 29, 1786, the county court ordered
election© for overseer© of the poor to he held In each of the four district©
in the county on April 20* and appointed a superintendent of election in
each district* The ©her.iff m s instructed to notify the voters of the time
150

and place for the election* ' The returns of the election are not recorded,
and the first complete minutes of the hoard are dated October 29, 1787,
hut the overseers of the poor m m functioning in 1786 and laid the levy
for that ye&r*^
Although m knew the overseer© of the poor promptly took over
the civil responsibilities formerly exercised by the vestry, it is impossible
without a vestry book, to determine what, if any, procedural changes m m
initiated by them# The analysis of the performance of the- overseers of
the poor in RooMngfcam County must be based upon a comparison with their
emmterparbs in Aecomac and Pittsylvania Counties*
like the Pittsylvania overseers, the Ibcktagham County overseers
of the poor failed to leave any record of appointing p m m m i m m m *

The

reason was probably the same in both eases^-surveying was replacing pro*
cessioning as-, the means of determining the boundary lines of land* At the
first meeting, of the lockingham County Court, April 27* 1778* Thoms lewis
was sworn in as county surveyor*

However, unlike Pittsylvania County,

two ’entries in the Court Judgments and 'Orders Book show that processioning
had not been abandoned completely* On August 25, 1795* the court ordered
52
that processionora be appointed In each military district -of the county*
There is no record, of returns 'being made on this order* On December 28,
1795* the- following significant cider appears!.

45.

Bichard Herring and William Devier processioners of the
county reported a dispute between John Sevier and Isaac
Vdrnr about boundaries mid had refused to have boundaries
processioned* The court orders the surveyor of the county
with a jury of twelve men to go to the "boundaries in
dispute and lay out the boundary and report to the next
eourt»32
The Rockingham County overseers handled the problem of the
care of the poor .in much the m m mmmm? as did the Pittsylvania County
over-seers* The vast majority of the appropriations for individuals were
of the luap-sum amual-grant type-and for chronic oases* .In the sixteen
year period* 1787-1802 inclusive, there are 174 entries in the .minute
book for poor relief, and these included -only forty-nine names* Twentyfour names appear once, sixteen appear two to seven, times,, seven are shown
saver to eleven times, and two names occur-over eleven times* In only
three of the 174 cases was'the appropriation paid directly to the reci
pient| the remainder fall into the class of supporting, a majority of which
were paid to overseers or known county officials for handling* Emergency
i
relief cases, such as nBavld Brumfield be paid £1* 7* 0* for boarding
Haney McCua and tm children for nine weeks”, are very few*^
The entries are fuller in the Rockingham.. County minutes than in
those of Pittsylvania County and are rather more like the detailed entries
of the Accomae -overseers1'minutes* There Is sufficient information to
trace the development of a chronic ease through attempts to remedy the
condition to the death and burial of the recipient* The binding out of
orphans and bastards is seldom mentioned, in the minutes book of the BookIngham overseers of the poor, and no Indentures are recorded* However, a
cursory check of the comity court order books shows that finding homes tor
orphans and bastards was -evidently a major function of the board* At

least 221 cases of binding are shown, and in nearly every case the older
boys were bound out to learn such trades a© saddle-maker, tanner, black
smith, weaver* wagon-maker, wheel-wrlght, gunsmith, shoemaker* stone~masan,
carpenter, Joiner, mill-wright,. tailor, miller,. silversmith, hatter and.
maker of gunpowder* The overseers evidently kept an eye on those they
bound out* since fourteen cases are on record of children being moved from
unsatisfactory conditions and rebound* The court records also show many
cases of children feeing removed 'from the home of their parents, who were
unable to provide for and educate them,, and being bound out fey the overseer
of the poor,
The. Eooteingham overseers of the poor evidently assumed more
responsibility for the care of the poor than had their predecessors, the
vestry* Prom the election of the vestry in 1778 to the establishment of
the overseer# In 1786, many entries in the court- orders books indicate
that the relief as administersd fey the vesfery was not adequate, During the
eight year life of the vestry the court orders book contains such entries
as the following?
!nThe Court taking into consideration the distress situation
of Ann tkm and two babes widow- and orphans of Olaypool Gum
a soldier from this County who died in the services of the
State# recommend her to the board of auditors for such
relief as they think proper for her distressed circumstances*”^
The first recorded minutes of the Rockingham overseers of the poor, October
29, 1788, show that appropriation was made to James Dyer for the care of
the Gtarcorphans* After 1786, court orders- forrpoor relief cease to appear
in the--court- .order book#*
The- procedure of the Rockingham overseers of the poor in laying
the levy is not as clearly defined as it- I# in the Acoomac and Pittsylvania.

minute books. The Rockingham overseers did not have experienced vestry
men serving on the board, and evidently bad no vestry book to servo as
a model* She minutes of the overseers meetings for laying the levy show
experimentation and a gradual settling into a definite pattern by 1802*
Prior to that date the total amount of the annual appropriations are not
sheen in the minutes, and although Inter entries order that appropriations
be paid out of' the deposltum, no provision for « depositum is shows in the
laying of the levy*
The first entry in the minutes of the earlier meetings for laying
the levy lists the number of tithablea and the rate for the year* this
entry is followed by the ones for charity grants and routine business of the
overseers* the last entries are for the clerk’s salary and the per diem
pay of the overseers, which indicate that all the meetings of the overseers
M
were not recorded in the minute book.
The following table gives statistical information relative to Ids®
levies laid by the leckia#s» County overseers of the poor*

2
Oct, 29,
dan* 9,
Sept* 7,
Sept* 6,
Sept, 5,
Sept. 3,
Sspt.14,
Apr* 5,
Mar. 14,
Mar, 6,
Oct* 7,
Sept.25,
Sept.21,
Sept.13,
Sept, 7,
Sept,13,

1787
1788
1789
1790
1791
1792
1793
1795
1796
1797
1797
1798
1799
1800
1801
1802

1610
2070

1824
1985
1987
2174
218Q
2360
2356

6d

7

8
8

2755

6d

12
11

8d
7d

15

11
10
2506
2631
2656

U
Id
7d

15
10

11
81
27
34
23
17

cents
cents
cents
cents;
cents
cents

the overseers of the poor held hhirty^fiva recorded meetings .
between October 29, 1787, and September 2, 1802, inclusim* Eighteen of
the- meetings m m held for the purpose of laying of the- annual levy,
only twice did this require over one meeting* tea of the meetings were;
adjourned for lack of attendance, too meetings were demoted to the election,
of officers, m H five to the settlement of accounts with former collectors*
the average attendance at the tw©niy**five meetings for conducting business
m s less than six members*
’
further statistical study of the Rockingham overseers of the
pom- is virtually impossible, and all indications m m that the board rarely,
if ever, .reached the maximum membership allowed by law* A check of the
court, order books relative to elections ordered,, election returns* -and
court appointments to the board fails to show- the number of men serving: at
any given time* 4 cross-check of the court order hooka and the minute
hook indicates that the mso&mum mtfom&fo&p serving at m o time m e eight*
fke election returns for fslmiary 23# 1795, show that no voters turned out
in two. districts*^ and the same thing occurred at the next election on
l ie 26, 1798*^

la both instances the court appointed six. members of the

board, but two. of the newly appointed members evidently did not serve, because
their names do not appear in the minute book*
the Bockingham Ommty overseers did. not inherit.'- tram the vestry
a well^stablished and smoothly cpagu&tog system fear .sadministering poor
relief*, fh# predominance of dissent in a frontier county made it impossible
for the vestry to perfect an adequate organisation for the care of the
poor* from time to him it -was necessary for the court, to supplement the
efforts of the vestrymen aid to make special, appropriations cut of the

county general funds in order to m &b the needs of the indigent* When
the mmmmm assumed the responsibilities of the vestry in 1786 they eon*
tinned the. trial and error methods of their predecessors* Hot until 1802
did the overseers become as well orgsnissed as their counterparts In
Aoooraao and Pittsylvania counties had been in 1788*

fhe transition in the care of the poor from the- vestry to the.
overseers of the pmr in- Accome, Pittsylvania and 'Emkingbam equities
-was made smoothly, between 1786 and 1802* Any changes in. administration
that occurred or any development© that resulted from the transfer m m more
the result of the social, and economic conditions in the individual county
than they were the result© of the revolutionary implication of the transfer
itself*
Amomo- County had passed its, m m Ibh by 1786, the population
m s virtually,, static and would begin to dedlne after 1795.* Mke the
whole tidewater section of the state, the county had

m agrarian economy

based upon tobacco, and over a century of tobacco raising had exhausted the
soil and

nm land m$- available only In- the .west* Ho longer mom the mil*

to*dk» able bo„.maintain a large family of children, e»d frequently grand**
children, in the style to which they had become- accustomed*, the small farmer
with fm » If pay* slaves, m s unable to survive* the laborer, whether
skilled or unskilled, m s finding it difficult to

mm a living* Some of

the younger sons of the mH*4o*4o, the small farmer, the skilled and tm*
skilled labor, 'If' financially able,, m m emigrating to the m o t* It w

a.

pattem of ©migration that was to continue in the tidewater section of the

©isle for over half a century, The ©migration loft b e M M thorn least
able to -car© for themselves* the aged# the pmmBsatity disabled and. vmfit#

md the chronically poor* The number of charity cases in Accomec increased
in. the face of declining population (it declined t$ between 1*786 and 1802)
forcing the poor ratm to rise annually* and making it necessary to arrange
"for a.©ore economical ©ethod of handing the problem# the solution m s
found in the establishtaent of a poor house and farm, the solution in
Aeeomao County would Mm almost eertainly been the mm whether poor relief
'had M m administered by the vestry or by the overseers of the poor*
Pittsylvania Gewnty# recently on the frontier*- m s by 17&6 ©so*
paading its agrarian economy and developing social end political customs
similar to those of the tidewater, the fertile ©Oil was- conducive to the
successful cultivation of tobacco*, a chief source of income, the expanding
economy increased the demand for sMlled and maldlled labor, fhe popular
Man was growing mpldly^it Inoreasei 60? between 37786 and X$02«*~and m ©
closed of a.younger and ©ore vigorous people than those of Accomae
Countyj hence the number of indigent and chronically ill m s a much waller
percentage of the population, the mm- of the poor under the administration
of the vestry had. M m .adequately handled* although tb» Established
Church was w a r strong in the county, the ©ipwadlag popMation .after11*786*
when the overseers of the .peer replaced the vestry* offset the annual in**'
crease in the number of charity cases* and the- average poor rate between
1792 and 1802 was eleven pence* as compared with an average mi©- of eight
shillings -in Accoma© County, Under such conditions it is to be expected
that the transition fro© ecclesiastical to eeeular care of the poor msmade easily#

BoeMngham Oouoiy M f a m m 1736 and 1802 was a frontier* charac**
terined by Individualism and sel£~miffiaiency ©lowly giving m y to m
awakening sense of mmmmity responsibility, The transition m e alow* and
the «ourt records are filled with petty suite over email debts* adminiatra^
tiou of estates* and property right#* and show that justice m s frequently
meted out promptly and harshly* An agrarian economy m e replacing trapping
and hunting* but due to the county1# geographical location* tobacco- m s
not the basis.of the developing agrarian economy* and the levy m s m m r
laid in tobacco m it m e In Pittsylvania -and Accomao counties, The Roofc**
Ingham County population increased. 50? between 1789 and 1802j the people
were of hardy stock and a met majority of the charity casts were of the
chronically indigent type* fh© cart of the poor m e in lie beginning
et&gef: not until 1802 did the warmer# of the poor develop a dearly
defined' procedure for laying the lew#
the creation of the new institution* the m s m m m of the poor*
in Virginia*, m e a result of the separation of church and state* which*
in turn* m e an outgrowth of the Evolutionary Ear, The transfer of the
care of the poor from an ecclesiastical to a secular body m s revolutionary^
and the ease with which the transition ms. made m e enhanced by the
eighteenth century philosophy that the educated and mll^-toe&o should rule
and hold the positions of leadership# This philosophy applied to all
offices* mother elective or appointive* in the civil* religious* military
or business life of.the state*, county* and. local eotmauniby* The election
of men -other than, the eOMzatty leaders to serve m overseers of the poor
would be a- revolutionary change in the political and social, thought of the
sixteenth century* Although the overseers followed the procedures and

practices of the veairy

the question arise# regarding who these.rnm.mve

that m m ©looted a# overseers of the poor.*
One hundred and' one w a served as overseer# of the poor in. Aecomo,
Hitsylvaria, and R©ckirt#am counties between. 1?3? and 1802* A partial
check of the county records shows that s majority of the overseers were
leaders- la other areas of community and county life* Some of the overseers were
engaged in business affairs* Fire of them were merchants

tea owned grist

©111a or sawmills* while Eileha Mears and ifahn Poulsom each owned two mlli#.,4®
Three of the overseers operated taverns*^ and one erected and operated
■A2
the government tobacco warehouse in Harrisonburg* ' William 0.raven# of
Rockingham County was granted a peddler1© license % the county court in
April 1800*^

Construction and contracting m e the business of three of

the overseers,44 and David Hunt, one of the three, built the courthouse
in Pittsylvania County*4^ Charles Mol&in was a cabinet-maker,^ and Harter
!ohn Bull m e probably a slave trader^

Two of the overseers owned,

tanneries and saddie~makihg shops^
In the religious life of their community eleven of the‘overseer#
were v e s t r y 49 two wore members of the

Church,50 three were

Baptists,^ while one, Griffith Dickenson, m s a Baptist minister*' Seven
overseers were members of the Methodist Church,-^ and Colonel lohn Wilson
of Pittsylvania County was an early leader of the Methodist mmrn&®
Robert Harrison and William Cravens m m mosdisaied m trustees of the
Methodist school in Harrisonburg*

One overseer was a member of the B©~

formed Church,5^ and another served as lay reader in the .Established
Church for several years* ,rAside from inheritance, the field of civil affairs offered the
man of the eighteenth century the quickest opportunity to rise to a posi tion
53*

of leadership and influence in M s comMitty, and a# a group t o overseers
m m mil represented in the field of elective and appointive offices*
Seven overseers served as sheriff*

were

members of the House of Delew'

gates,and % m were defeated .in. their bid for election as delegate*^
The 'portion of' deputy sheriff was bold by aim overseers,^0 five served as
constable,^ m e as clerk of the county court,and hwtoy~fo?ir were
members of the county ccuri*^

After serving as overseer of the pew

?dm A# Btoick, of Acecmac County, became superintendent of the poor 'house-'
and farm*' David Hunt served as land commissioner of fibhsylvsnia County*
Five of t o overseers were prominent in the early days of the Revolution
and served on either t o county committee of correspondent or t

o

committee of safety*^4 In addition to- -owning much property, operating
a sawmill and turnery# and being & leader in t o Baptist. Church, lohn Bin**
e*Ia served as surveyor in Rooktnghaa County,65 Si#% of the overeeore
vers appointed trustees of newly chartered towns,66

Thomas Parker served

as dork of a.oewdtto of Aceomae Bounty citisens to draw up a petition
A*7
opposing t o war with Croat Briton in 1&L2»; t o cotoy court recoils
have many sntrto ^pointing man t o served as -overseers to appraise and
to settle estates, while t o Rockingham court records tow tot- overseers
of t o pern m m frequently appointed to supervise the laying t o and con
struction of roadi*
The overseers of the poor were well represented in t o militia*
Officers in t o militia were commissioned by the governor upon t o race®*action of t o county justices of peace* four <mam®ta served as colonels
or liautenant-coionele,^^ three were majors,^ and fourteen were appointed
captains in t o local militia*70 There were- seven lieutenants, #te ensigns,71

7.2

*

and one midshipman among the overseers*

-James Baris l e m d as eommisssry
vt%
t m the Eoekingham Bounty militia in the BevoXniion,
and <Jofan Berkey
applied the .militia with beef«7^ In addition to the overseer# who m m
appointed to gdlltary office, several m m recommended to the gowrnor
hat not- comiaieeioned*
the owerehip of property wee a first step In attaining commmXty
recognition in eightewih^enbury society, and the amount of property owed
m & frequently a determining factor of the m m m $B position in, society*

the otrerheere of the poor were property holders* four of them owned 1000 or
acres of land,*^ twenty^slx possessed between SCO and a 1000 acres,and
77
bwenby*-hw0 were the preprleber# #f lee# than .§00 acres* Edward $$r had.
extensive holdings In iteoomao, Wcrthaftpionj, and Gloucester counties,^
Colonel Cohn Wilson of Fitteylrania County owed sufficient property to he
*70
able to will a home, stools, and furniture to each of hie eleven children*
SIm m of the overseers owed tow property tm addition to th eir holdings
‘in the Bounty*^®

Xemsm Sprier m o the founder and promoter of Bockbow*

which later' became Harrismburg, and until his death about 1700 the court
order books hare innumerable entries of suit# for debts brought by him*
Seven of the overseers owed many slaves,^ and William Selby of Acoomae
County left- M s estate to hi# slave# and gave them their freedom at his
death in 1793#^

two of the wheeled carriages 'in Pittsylvania County were

owned by overseers of the pom in 1793, and the will of Bavid Hunt of the
-03
m m county mentions his large library*
fhe ■c fB tr ^ n of the poor in

l ^ s y l w n i % and

Buckingham Counties in the ownership of property, in assuming position#
of leadership -In. the civil, religious, business, and military affair#, in

prooesaioning the land* In t W care of the poor* and In preparing the
budget and laying the Xm$f m m th© eomtorparto of their
the i^#hrysaan* In t o three counties? the transition from ecclesiastical
to eecalsr oar# of the poor us#.made within the eighteen century fcurmnla
that the ©donated and voll-to*do should role* Ho social resolution

occurred and 'the institution? the wreeere of -the poor* aurviir©& unfed
1938*®*

%he pojmlstion trend© ere Meed open the tithahle lists sheen
m pap# 30* 41f end 4B* Between 17B9 and $802 the popdaiion of Aeeomac
decreased* % 4$ and in. fitteylrsnia popolatiom inoreaied 6Q$* and in
Bockingbam $0%*
Morgan f* Boiriteeoa* %fcra&^.^
imM&m*
,i r m
%aXpb f* m i t e

maodK^MfM.

(MehmQad* ISPl t

ltr.14i4f
^Prior to the di###t«bdshs&nh of the church the Oouafey had two
pariah©#* St* fleorp1# in the acs^hem half and A m m m Pariah .in the
northern half* there-1# no ireatry hook :
'©f ioooaac Pariah* therefore the
cwarseers of the poor were
for a geographical area twice a#
large a# that of the reatry of St* 0eorge#s pariah*
%he oreraeers1 minute hook shows that a settlement. Of. the coll##*
tor#1 aceotmtB for IfSS and 1786 m n made on Septether 2* 178B* 0a Catcher
li* 1789 the- deputy itseriff# ware glren credit for the insolvent# in their
districts for; 17#' end 1788*
^Pages 7 through 28 and 71 throng 79- ere- missing from the minute
hook* Ho return# art shown for 17# and only partial return# for 1791*
%aniag* statute#* I* S3*
^P^fal*f HI*
9Whltalaw. H, 3320,
1QXbld,, p. 1037»
^"AccoBao Cowaty Hill Book, 1796-1798,° p. 243,
12"Sistrlot Court Records, Wills aad Deeds, 1789-1799," p. 441*

l3”Aocomo County Will Book, 1798-1800," p. *0,
Hfhltal&w* II*. 1091*

^ffote the etesge to the aae of dollars,
17Hening» § m ^ a f o TOI, 205-208,

18B>id„ VI, 252-254.*
*%he first tithable list of Pittsylvania County shows property
owned, slaves aad laud# -la the comity by an owner who was dieted m a
bithable elsewhere* f M# m s tree of Oeorge Jefferson of l%eklenborg
Oouniy* taally this iadloated intent to ereatmlly aom to more fertile
lead when the home #011 became esihatksted* 4 survey of the villa and deed#
book# show younger sons of prominent eastern families mch m the B&rrlsons
were talcing up lead la the nest#
r a n (1915 ),
*

• j,

^Ihid,. 'SI? (1916), p. 187,
2% £ g , * S H I (1915), p. 80,

(as*) ffltaerH^lark^t^ llfchvllle*

"P*‘a^eiS'
A®b'
UEX'

^Except for 1798,

2^lhe minutes af the meeting on September 3, 1792, show eight new
taesfoere present* Mo meeting v&a bold la 1795? bat there were two net?
members present at the meting on March 26, 1796# and fair new members
attended the September 22, 1798, meeting# and seven m w faes&srs were present
at the- mooting on September’% 1801*
llStatutes, IX, 420#
27,
^ooktngham County Judgments and Orders Book tabor %»m
May 85* 1778*

:

> m i l l (1925), 76*
OQ
lohn f ♦ ttflptad* i
(Stephen*
▼ivglAU* 1912#1 p * 2^1«
’
BO
^ «Eoekingbam County tart Judgsment&t and Orders Book taber- % nr
m m % m 1786*

Hi

A p&Hsi&X page
'lli# fise&jb complete set of minutes
shows a 6% allowance to the collector of the t7i$ltery* Fi^hermore,
on June 2 6 , 1786, the Court Judgements and Orders Book Humber 2 shows the
court ordered the overseers to hind oat three children*

ffoui^..Mntffie. Book* April 27, 1778*

3^ocki&gham County Court Judgements and Order# Book Itater 5#1,1
August 2% 1795*
Boo* 233, 1795*
^ wMi*mte Book of the Owrssws Of the Poor*11, September % 1791*
-County d w t JbApatsitbs- ml. Orders Book tester 1,®
October 3, X7»t
#%ts 1788 come of the mrnmmm m m paid for m many m five
days* attendance, although there is only mm reeoyded meeting for that
year and the meeting lotted only mm day*
J7

:'^Rockingham County Court lodgements and Orders Book Kumher 4*9

% d »

Bomber 5.

Bames, Bavt3 Bowsen, Sanmel Henderson,
fhomat farted Charles Heat-, all in,Accomc County*
^fferoh«ffl*B* Paxte&r

^%risb m i Saw tUXXat Better i$ m m * John ,Burton, William Brusssondi
iofen $Hby, John Paulson, William Selby, Cteorge Scarburgh, Bliahs Iters in.
Acoomaef and Cohn -Idnooln and Peter Conrad in Bockingham*

^Tm&m mm&mt Thomas Barter ml Charles Heat In Accomacf and
James Bezier in Hockingham*
^%arehouse owner* James Itete, Bockin^mm*
^Peddlers William Grmemf Rockingham*
^Ocmtractorss Southey Satcheli m i Selby Simpson In Accomaof
Barid Hunt In Pith0yiwni&©
Element, p* 207*
^Cabinet ®ak®r$ Charles Mct&in In Rockingham*.
A7

Slaw trader* Carter Cohn lull in Accomac*

^%annory & SaddleHB&ddjqgi Robert Telford in kmommj Cohn
Mncoln in Hoekingham*

0

Vestrymen* Blisha Mears, John Cuebis, and fhomas Parker in
Accomof Reuben Payne, Abraham Shelton* testetead Shelton* Joshua Stone#
and lodcs&ck fuggle in Pittsylvaniaf Bernard Herring in Kockingham*
*50

■ Presb^rians* Bfttmd Ker ’
and Jet® 6 ler in
*.

^Baptistas Allan Stoke# and Orifl&h Metaasoi* in. fittaylvmiafJohn Idncoln in Reekln#a®*
^%athodiatsi Oeorge Adame, Clement MeBaaial* fete Wilson, and
tealstead Shelton in Pibbsylmntaf William Craven, Bobort Harison, sad
Samuel McWilliams in BooMngham*
Francis Aebury, The Journal and Dettoris of Francis Astory.
(Ed*) Elmer *. OlarJe et al,, {JJashvllle,195e5, I» 37^
^John W. Waylaid, A History of Rooktnghaa Ootmt? (Dayton*
Virginia, 1912)» p. 283,
..
«’^{&iTerme& Churchi Potor Conrad la Rockingham9

^lay readers Blisha Hears in Aeeemac*
^Sheriffs* John Cusiis in Aecemef RavSd Bunt, William Harrison,
James Johnson, Abraham Shelton, Vincent Shelton,- and Joshua Sterne in
Pittsylvania*

^Hmm of Relegate#* Oeorge Huston -and Francis Kirtley in
Rockinghami William Harrison and Joshua Stone in Pittsylvania*
m

ftafeated Candidates to House of Belegeieei James Johnson and
William- B y m m m 'In Pittsylvania*
^Deputy Sheriffsi John Sail In. A m m m f

William Crtem, James
Davis, Joseph Pa&eetb* ieubest Ifeore# -and Samuel MoWllliams in Rookinghaa*
si

’ Conetable&f John Bull in Aeeomaef Jacob Bustard, Ceorge Huston,
Mathias lair, m A Reuben Moore in Rocldnghasu
^%lnrh of the Bounty Court* Samel McWiiii^as in Bockinghaa*
^Justices of Hi# Peace* Jama %#r, Cteorg# iustte, Francis Kirtlsy*
Mathias lair, John IdneoXa, John Perfcey .and John Rush in RocMnghami Qeorg# '
Adams, John Briscoe, Robert. Harrison, William Harrison, Ravid Hunt, Philip
Jmkins, James- Johnson, Clement MeBanteX, Reuben Pain, teaisbessi Shelton,
Vincent Shelton, John Smith, Joshua Stone, William Wilkinson, James M*
William, John Wilson, end William Witcher in Pittsylvania*
Committee© of Safety -and Correspondence* William Selby la Acoo*
ittgf Isaac ClestntSf Abnta Shelton, John Wilson,, and William Witcher in
fittfylvania*

6%oha W. Waylaad, Virginia Valley Records.(Straaburg, Virginia,
1930), ?>, 57.
'
'
ftmetee&t Idw&rd Bar in Aeoomaef Fames Bevief and Georf#
Huston in RocldLngbstmj George Mams* Robert Harrison* William Harrison*
Thomas Smith* and William Ware la Pittsylvania*
67Rslph ft VtMelw, Virginia*fl Baetarn Short; (Richmond, 1951)*

fol* II* 1408$. the entire peiitimo^Sip^elp8^14139
C o l o n e l s or b M M o n s l s t William Selby and Thame Iteksr .la
Aeeomaof; Fete Milsom la Pittsylvania % dote Rush in teeldingham*

AO

Ma$aret Fete Paulson* and Thomas Parker In Accamaof William
Harrison in Plifesyivsgtla*
^%apbains* Will Feahice* Charles Snead* m i. theme Parker in
Aecamao* tease Clemenh* Abraham Shelton* Famea boyars* tedoviok Tuggle*
.and William Witcher in mt^rlwiiai- Fames Davie* Robert Harrison* George
fcefbon* Mathias lair* Reteeu Moore* and John Rush In.Rockingham*
^*^Snelgi3ies SiIsha Mscre* and Charles Shockley in k m m m %'

Armlstcad Shelton and Thomas Smith in Pittsylvaniaf- Mmph Fawcett and
Robert Harrison in Boeklnghm*
72
f&dshipmm Thomas Parker Fr* in Aacomo*
^*7lookin#am Court Minute Book* ** March 27* X7SX*
74

^Eookingham Court Fudgemsnts and Orders Book Bhiber I*1*
April 24* 1786a

^Qmm® of ever 1000 across Charles Stockley* and George Sosn*
tergh in Aeeomof Fote Wilson In; Fith^Xvaiiaf Libert Harrison in Bockingham^
76

■Owners of between 500 and 1000 acrest Thomas Fletcher* Fames
GilXet, Samuel Henderson* Sdward Ker* Fohn So Ear* Bllsha Maore* Fote P<mlec%
Southey Satchell* William Selby* and Charles West in Aecomacf Isaac Clements*.
William Harrison* David Hunt* Abraham Shelton* Vincent Shelton* Matthew
Tanner* Creed Tanner* William Witcher in Pittsylvania? Fate Garthraa* Peter
Conrad* lemmrd Herring* John Perkey* toge Huston* Francis Eirtley* Fote
lincoln* and Batten Moore In Rockingham*
^Owners of lees then 500 acres? Parker Batmen# Qavid Bowman*
^98»i F# Abbott* Fohn Bull* John Burton* Fote A* Bundick* Ouatie* Peter
Belastatious* William Bramaond* Fote Gillet* Xsiah Hickman* Will Fustic*
William Hears* Fote Hilhy# William lock* William Matthews# Thoms Parker*
and Selby Simpson in Aeeomoi William Gmven* Facte flehoiee* .Batid Ealitci*
Fr*f and Fete Bush in Rockingham*

60*

78
Beadf* Boo&#

p* SO*

^ ttPitteyIimai& Deeds and WiHs Soofc* . W t w I*1, p* JOP*

^fown Property* Bavld Bowman, John Burton, John 4, Bundlek,
Kd&ard Ker, #btm 0# Key, Charles* StocsSa.ey, George Searbor^t, and Bobert
fidfOfd inAecomci l«bo Bfcirtar* Charles

and #cte Crab m in

Eoakln^iafii^
®SXove holders* Bdt?ard Kay 'in laeessaef Abraham Shelton,
Aysdstead Shelton, Vincent Shelton, Greed tanner, and Hatthew fanner' in
Boekiagfraiju
82
Hhitel^r, IIf 1315*

^%tade 8* Clement* fhe
bnrg, Virginia* 1m ) $ P* 194.

(%neh#

mssm
The men who served as overseers of the poor are listed alpha
betically under the mas of the county in which they served, and county
records referred to are those of that county. The infortaatlon is not
coEStlefco and in some eases no record of or reference to some of the
overseers of the poor has been found*
accowc

cotwrr

1* Abbott, James J. Whltelaw.11,1176,
2. Barnes* Barker. Will Book 1-777-1780? Whttelav.TI,1122,1137-1139S
Court Orders Book 1777-1780,p,29, and May 5,1779.
3. Bowman, David. Whitelaw.H,790,919,1066*
4. Bull, Carter John, Whitelaw.lt,991,992,990.
5. Burton, John. Tfeltel&w.II,1018,1052.1053,1143,1213,1232.1238.13731
Will Book— 1777-80,p.20,
8, Btmdick, John A, Bhiteiaw.II.1018.1084.1085* Will Book— 1780-1784,
p, -477,
7. Custis, John. There are three men of this name and period. It is
difficult to distinguish them in the records. Two served si
multaneously as vestrymen. All owned property and bought and
sold real estate.
8. Custis, % (Henry). Whitelaw.ll, 1197,810,
9. Selaatatious, Peter, Tfeit9law.II.1315.1316.
10. Drummond,'William. Will Book— 1796-1798, p,243? Court Orders Book—
1780-1783,p,157.
11. notch®:* Thomas, Whitelaw.ll,1222,1272,1273,1338? Court Orders
Book— 1819-1822,p.234,
12. Cillet, Jamas. Vfeit3lair.lt,1344.
13. Gillot, John* Whltelav.II,1326,1350; Will Book— 1788-1794,p.530.
14. Hickman, Isaiah. Whitelaw.ll,1123,1133.1147,3136.
15. Henderson, Samuel, '.-feitelaw.il.1303,1320; Will Book— 1796-1798,p.485.
16. Justice, Will. Court Orders Book— 1329-1332, p»583s Whitelaw II, 1091,
1186,1062^1063,1189.

17, Ker, Edward. Whttelsy,II,1003,998,922,1004,1023j Wille and Deeds Book—
1769-1799,p,20,
18* Her, John S. Whltelaw.11,915,927,928.
19. Wears, Elisha. Wbitelav.I,601,743* Court Orders Book— 1777-1780»p.431;
Will Book— 1798-1800,p.40.
20, Wears, Willia»* Whttalaw.1,743,
a. Milby, John, WMtelaw,1,733.
22. Matthews, William* Whttelaw.X,518} II,13a,
23. Seek, William, Vfhitelaw.XI.1062.llI7.796.
24. Parker, Thomas, Whltelaw.I,698,700; 11,793,794,924,966,1408-1413;
Court Orders Book— 1819~1822.pp,106,165,170,175.
25. Parker, Thomas Jr.
26. Paulson, John, Whltelaw.II,1178.1222,1092,1086.13998 Wills and Deeds
Book— 1739-1799,p.441, Court Orders Book— 1783-1784, p.379.
t

...
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27. Satehell,Southey, Court Orders Book— I832-I836. July 29,1835s
July 25,1836.
28* Searburgh, George. Whltelaw.II.809-812.919,926i Will Book— 1794-1796,
p.30.
29. Selby, William* Court Order Book— 3777-1780,p.17; William and Mary
Quarterly. 7 (1st aeries) p.252; Whltelaw 11,1294,1295,1237,
1315,13w,13O6,1345.
30. Simpson Selby. Whitelaw.II. 1037,1085,1124,1138} Court Orders Book—
1777-1780,pp.17,431} Will Book— 1798-1800,j>.191.
31. Snead, Charles* Court Orders Book— 1783*1784. p. 285.
32. Stookley, Charles. Court Orders Book— 1809-1811, p.101} Whltalaw.II,
10U,1137,1373,1381.
33. Twiford, Robert, WhlteXawII,1017,1018; 1,724.
34. West, Charles. Whitelaw,I.340.3U.346.35S.354,4408 11,1091,1130.
35* Willis, Custis.
36. Wilburn, William*

WWfflMMMk OOOTff
I* Mams, George# Olewnt*pp*231,133»287j Astay,XX,2Q6* Calendar of
State W m m m .toU VITZr27B. 279.
*
.2* Mdsreaa, fhowe#
3* Briaeae, John* Cleiaent,pp#IPS*287*
4. Cta-gj.
:geriesT5^Wr~

5* MokeBsea^Priffitha dement»pp»131,14$»
4* C<&es&n*Xsaae* 0X^mi,pp6X31,14P«i

7* BaafBcins, Benjamin $£#
S* BartXeea, Behert* Clement*pp«213.,231,287*
%

Bariisos*
dement*
Calendar of
state Famysa^ o i r ^ ^ 5 7 M § 7 m i yi%i?ixiPm fm r

10, Haat,&avid* 01emgat,pp»I94,2$7f234,286$ Calendar of State Papers*
7oX,71X1f27S',"279|VXf439#
11, Jenkins, Philip* dement >pp »211*287♦
12#. Johnson, James# Clement,pp*i98*284,2871 Calendar of State Papers,
Wl*fllpl%iWSi2,
?^279#
13* Keeeee, Jeremiah* Asbory*1,423*
*•

14# Bents, .Charles Jf*
If# NcBaaiaX, Plaint# Clement, 28*7|Asbur^»XX»30&*
14, lonltii, Bryan 1#
17# Bowlin, Jaws*
18* PalM (Payne), Reuben# Clement,jjp*144,143,287*
1 % Friee, William* Aetoy 11,579*
20# $belten.,^Mr^i^oC l a ^

Book Bnmber ll^p*182|

21* Shelton, Armlsteadf 01essant*pp»134*l40g.l44»199*218#287j Deed© end llli
Book Bwmber 9,p#524*
22# Shelton,Vincente dement,p*199,286,287j Calendar of State Papers,
701*7X1,196*
«•*

£
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21# Smith, John*, 01ewnt,pp* 223,287*
84*

^
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24# Smithy fhorns, glement,pp,149,231,207»
2 $*

Soyars, James# Elementtp*ZLl>

26* Stamps, John*
27* Stokes, &XLm# Clement,pp*129,211*
aS# Stone, Joshua* Clement,fp *199,206,207? Calender of State Papers,
VodL«VZX9i95I

29* St^son,William# Clement»p#190#
30* fanner, Creed* Heeds and Wills Book Number 9,p*334*
31* fanner,PSatthe%?f Beads and Wills Book Number 9,p*33A#
32, Thompson, Jennings#
33# Tuggle, Xodowiek* Clement,p*287| deferred to as Captain toggle
in minute book, September *7, 1*709-*
34, Ware, William* Clementt.pp*I0f#206»231*
33, White,William*
36# Wilkinson, -William, Calender of State Papers# 7ol»VXI,X96a
37, Williams, Barnes ft* Clement,p*199»
30, Wilaea, John* Asbuf^,X,3735 Clement,pp,-140,163,101,168?
Virginia Hagasine of History and Biography,Fol*?,2X8f
Calendar of State Papers,Vol .VIII,270^279;Deeds 'andWills
Book Number XX,p*300*
39* Witcher, William# Clement»pp.140,M 3 ,159; Deeds and mils
Book Number Xl, p*314*
mmxmmm Q m m
1*

Gsrthrea, John, Court Order Book Number 3, February 27,1793*
WayXand, Valley Beoords, p*42#

2#

Conrad, Peter* Court Orders Book Number 3, June 27,1791? Number 6,
July 10,1799 and October 21, 1800? Virginia Magazine of History
and ^Biography* ?ol#I,391| Wayland,l?ailey Mqor$§* p*4~5l

3*

Cook, Henry* Court Orders Book Number 1, March 24,1703? Number 2,
February 24,1709*

63*

4*» Or&vana, William# W a y l a n d , p « 283$ Court Minute Book,Number 1
part 1,March 28th,1780? Number 2,February 27,1793? Court Orders
Book Number 6,ApriXX5sl800f Number 1,August 26,1702* Wayland,
5* Custard, Jacob* Court Orders Book Butaber 2,Jtme 28,17861 Number 5,June
22,1795*

6» Baris, James* Court Minute Book ffcafee? 1,. part 1,November 27,1780?
March 27,1781? Court Orders Book Number 4,July 29,17941 Number
1,August 24,1779*
7* Bevier, James* Wayland, Valley Records* p*90? Court Orders Book Number
1,April 26,1784! Number 2,April 24,1787.
8* Dyer, James* Court Orders Book Number X,$pril 27,1778? June 22,1778*
**

%

Fawcett, Joseph* Court Orders Book Number 4,January 29,1793? February
27,1793? July 28,1794? Number % January 25,1796? Number 6,
September 16,1800*
"

10* Graham, John* Court Orders Book Number 5, October 24,1796? Wayiand,
Talley Becords*p*96*
11* Harrison, Bobert
Court Minute
12* Herring,, leonard* Inland.,

13# Hite, John#
14* Huston, George* Wayiand, History *66*80,196? Court Orders Book Number
6,July 15,1800? October 22,1800? Number l,ftooh 24,1783? Wayiand,

PP*308,43*
15* Kirfeley, Francis* Court Orders Book Number 2,March 29,1786? Number %
February 22,1790? Number 1,March 23,1779? Wayiand, Talley Records*
P*75.

16* ledr, Mathias? Court Orders Book Number 2, January 22,1787? April 27,
1789? M e r 7, January 19, 1802? Numbbr, 1,April 27,1778?
'\?i*
,
'"
17o lincoln,John* Court Orders Book Number 1, October 25,1784? Number 3,
October 25,1784? M b m 6, June 22,1799? Wayiand, Talley Records.

PP« 57,59,44#
18* Mcbain, Charles# Court Minute look Number 2* September 26, 27,1781?
September 25,1792? October 25,1791*
19* McWilliams, Samuel* Court Orders Book Number 4,February 25,1794! Way-*
lend# History* p«28J? Asbury.H,!^#

20* Moore, Beubeii* 3trickier, p*13* Mb&te Book
Wayland, HiBtorajTO.66.8A.

1, Atiguet 24#1778f

21* Hichol&s, Jacob* Court Orders Book Number 2# J&y 24*1786} Number5
June 27,1796} WHlism and Mary Quarterly (1) XIV,p.13,17,18,
22, Perkay, John. Court Orders Book Humber 2.£pril 24,1786} Humber 2,
September 24,1787} Number 4,February 25,1793} December 22,1794}
Wayland, Valley Records.p.44.47.
23* Quinn, Jemas.
24* Kalston, David, Jr» Court Order Book Euaber 2,February 27,1793} July
28,1794.
2f# Rife, Jacob.
26, Rush, John* Court Orders Book Humber l,May 26,1783} Itaber 3,April
28,1789} June 27,1791} Wayland, llatoirsr, p.72} Wayland, Valley
Records.n*A7»
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(All cousty records umd mm m wk&mtilm
Virginia State Wsmmey* Richmond* Virginia*)

m deposit in th#

M< $mm Ommtf Eeoori##.
Court Orders Books# 1786-1787, 1787-1790# 1790-1793# 1793-1796, 17961798, 1798-1800,1800-1804. Virginia State library* Richmond*
Overseers of the Boor for Accomack end St* Ceorges* Parishes# 1787-1819*
Virginia State library# Richmond*
m i Book 1777-1780# 1780-1784# 1788-1794# 1794-1796#1796-1798# 1798-1800*
Virginia. State library# Richmond*
mils and Deeds District Court# 1789-1799* Virginia State library# Richmond,
Asbmy* Vrancie* fhe Joamal and letters of Francis- Aahnrv* Edited by
Elmer f # Clark SS
# S5h5ll©i BroadSn. Press# 1958*
Calindar Of State Parers and Other MantiS.cripts* Bherwtn MsRit©* (IX
volumes#) Richmondik*R»Mle0u, Superintendent of Public Printing# 1886#
Refxing#-Walter $■* fhe. Statutes at learner Rein# .a Collection of All, the.

of the House delegates of the,SoBBQBMwlth of Vtodala [1776-1786]
lounial of, the Virginia Oogrenticm* (Ed*,) John P* Kennedy* Richmonds 1905* '
Pittsylvania County BQcordss

Court Records (Orders) 1767-1803*
Book Number 1, 1767-1772} Humber 2, 1772*1775} Humber 3, 1776-1791 fdates '
are correctj Humber 4, 1777-1783? Number 5, 1783*1787} Humber 6, 17871791} Number 7, 1791-1794} Number 8, 1795-1798? Humber 9, 1798-1801}
Number 10, 1801-1803, Virginia State Ubraiy, Richmond.
Deeds and'Wills. Book Number 9,1791-1794} Number 10,1794-1797} Number 11,
1780-1620 [dates correct], Virginia State library, Richmond.
Will Book Nusber 1, 1814, 1820-1845, Virginia State library, Richmond,
Vestry Book, Camden Parish 1767-1852, (Overseers ot the Poor Minutes
continue Srom vhere the reetry book ends*) Virginia State library,
Richmond,

leekSaghas County leeeriai

Court Judgments and Orders Book, faaber 1,1778-1784? lumber12,1786-1789?
lumber 3$1786~1792r&aies correct] ? lumber 4,1792-1795? Humber 5,
1795-1798? taker 6, X793~1801| lumber 7*1302-1804, Virginia
State library, Eichmond#
Court Minute Books, Humber 1,1778-1736 in two parts? Humber 2,1791-17941
Humber 3,1795-1797? taker 4,1797-1802. Virginia State Library,
Eiobmond*
fesbry Book of St# George1a Parish* Aooomac County, 1763-1787. -jfbla is a
'•photostat copy on deposit in the Virginia State Xdbrasyj
SECOHMSf SOHHGBS
BOOKS
fcjranv, rrvjuog#

>>1787. Hot Sorks The

Bobbs t-fenlll Co,
Brydon, George M„ Virginia*,* .Mother Church and the Political 0on<!----EichmoMt Virginia Historical Society* 1952#
Clement* Maude 0* Ike .History of Hi
Hell Co# Inc#*

County. Lynchburg? J* P,

Eckenrod©, B* J# Separation of .Church and .State# Eichmondt ©avid Bottom,
Superintendent of Public Printing* 1910#
Foote* Henry Wilder* fhomas Jefferson Ohamnion.of Eeligious Freedom*
Advocate of Chfistiap^rSSr^^tonl^iteiS fress. 1947#
Foote, William Henry# Sketches of Virginia Historical and Biographical.
ToX&» -Philadelphia? J* B# LippincotTand^Tli^
Gtewehr* Wesley M* ffe© Great Awakening .ip.Virginia 17AQ-1790* Burhaa?
Duke University Press, 1930.
Hawks* F* I*. Else and Progress of the Protestant Episcopal Church in
Virginia.' Hew tek* Harper and Bros#,.
Howell, Bobert Boyle 0# xp© .ftariy
Bible and Publication Society, 1857,

Philadelphia? the

dames,: Charles F.
H i s ^ ^ o f ^ he_StrM^e,^r
Liberty In Vlr^nialLynchburg, Va»t J# P* Bell CSE*# 1900.

IAttlo, lewis Peyton* Imprisoned..Preachers og_p.flliid.oue liberty in
Virginia. tynehbnrg, Va.s J, P. Bell Co., Inc., 1938.
Ungley, Charles R. the Transition in Virginia from Colony to Commonwealth,
Mm lortes Columbia University Press, 1910*
ffeads, William, C M PhTOhea.^ Qld .MlBlfiters and
^ Virginia*
{2 Vola.) Plii^eiphiat ilppiricott and Co,, I857,
Morlecm, Samel B« and Conmager, Henry S, The Growth of the American

Ratmhlic. (2 Vole.) How fork: Oxford T&dmreity Press, Inc*, 1950*
Robinson, Morgan p. Virginia Coaatiest Thoae Resulting from Ylrgiiiia
legislation, Richmonds David Bottom, Superintendent of Public
Printing, 1916*

Senile, Hebert E* 4 History of tfta.Bias .and Progreea of the Baptists in
Virginia. (Ed.V J. W. BeSe. Richmonds ?Ut and Wckinscm, 1&4.
Stevens, Abel. History of the Methodist Episcopal Church la the P.S.A.
(4 Vols,) Hew forks Carlton and Porter, 18&6,

Strickler, Henry H* Tenth. legion lithablea Rockingham County, ViyHntn.
Lur&y* Virgl&ius Published by Author, 1930w

Suest* William Warren*
Beeline* Mm Iorkt Charles Scribner^ Sons* 1942*
... ,r

. . . ^...^ Eeliselon. in Colonial America, Sew Xorks Charles
sSae» 1942*

Waddell* Joseph A* Annalo of Augusta -County.Via

Staunton, Va*«

C» Rueoell O & X d w M * 1^27

1‘
layland, John W* A History of Rockingham County* Bayfeon* Vafs Ruabush*
Klkina Co#:,T3ia*

WayXand, John W* Virginia Valley Hecoa
Publishing House1
,'Xno*> 1930*
Whitel&w* Ralph f mVirginia1s
Historical SoiKtyi *1930#

* Stmsburg, Va*« Shenandoah
Shore* (2 Vols*) ^Richmond? Virginia

FEEXODlCAtS
Clement, Mre# H* B* ^Tithables of Pittsylvania County* •1767”*'Virginia
Marine mstoCT. ^nd_ BjoggaEhy, XXIII (19l5>, 79-30,303-304,
XXIV (19165,180-192.
Coleman, Charles W* ’
“fhe County Committees I774~1?7S in Virginia,11 ■
William and Stor Quarterly* V (First Series) ? 1899,94**XQ6*243^253<

HXnke* William J* and Charles E# Kemper* Record of Beaked Mountain 1
Church*.**William,.and
(First Series)*1911, 9*»19<

Kemper* Charles B* HValIey of Virginia Notes,w Virginia
TlUt (1925),V6-SX»
Thomas* It* S* "Public Offloors* 1733,H Virginia Hagaaine History and
Bjof^giphyj VX(l393) * 216—2X3*

71*

